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Abstract 
The thesis project presented in this report focuses on an analysis of the electrification 
prospects for a remote village in the Malaysian state of Sabah, where a micro grid is planned 
to be built. The main goal is to define the best sizing for a hybrid power plant to serve the 
micro grid, coupling a solar PV array with a storage system and a diesel genset.  

The first step of the study case consists of defining the energy needs of the village in order to 
draw its consumption curve and assume its evolution over time. Then a model of the hybrid 
power plant was built in Matlab and Simulink. It simulates the behavior of the power plant 
components – mainly the solar power plant, the storage system, the genset and the energy 
management system – and the interactions between these elements.  

The model is then used in order to run simulations according to four scenarios corresponding 
to four different power plant configurations: genset standalone power plant, genset & solar 
power plant, genset & solar & storage automatically operated, and genset & solar & storage 
manually operated. For each one of these scenarios, simulations were run and the optimal 
sizing and settings were defined according to different criteria related mainly to the fuel 
consumption, the genset penetration and the cost of electricity.  

The different scenarios and consequently the related hybrid plant configurations were 
compared according to the abovementioned criteria and an optimal design was selected, 
allowing the best trade-off between the cost of electricity and the genset penetration. This 
solution should guarantee a reliable and affordable access to electricity for this village over 
the assumed lifetime of ten years.    
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INTRODUCTION 
As of today, according to the Global Tracking Framework published by the World Bank 
(World Bank, 2012), 1.2 billion people have no access to electricity. 80% of these people live 
in rural areas, mainly in Asia and Africa. Even though big progresses towards rural 
electrification were made over the last twenty years in the developing countries, there is still a 
lot to improve. Access to electricity is a vital enabler for social development, public health 
problems tackling – 1 million people die every year from respiratory diseases due to solid fuel 
combustion for cooking – and local economic development. 100% global electrification is 
therefore an absolute priority for many global organizations and governments. The problem 
is: supplying electricity to remote areas is far from being easy business. Two options can be 
considered: connection to an existing grid or design of a local micro-grid.  

The second choice is often the most appropriate for remote locations where building a grid 
connection would be complicated, unreliable and therefore very expensive. Many micro-grids 
already supply electricity to remote communities and they are most of the time powered by 
diesel or gas generator sets. It appears now that fossil fuel power generation is not the optimal 
solution for remote micro grids. Hybrid power plants including distributed generation (fossil 
fuel genset + renewable energy source) and energy storage system are often more appropriate 
for two main reasons.  

Firstly, the steep drop in battery prices makes them much more affordable and competitive. 
Their integration to micro-grid projects also makes intermittent renewable energy sources 
more reliable and can therefore reduce the genset penetration. Secondly, fossil fuel powered 
micro-grids are 100% dependent on fuel supply and prices. Diesel price fluctuations have 
therefore a major impact on local access to electricity. Moreover, the fuel security and 
reliability of supply may depend very much on weather conditions and are a very big concern 
in unstable countries where fuel delivery sometimes requires a military escort.  

Hybrid power plants allowing a reduced fossil fuel penetration appear therefore to be a better 
solution for providing electricity in remote locations. Design of hybrid power plants for 
isolated systems is quite new business and many attempts failed over the last decades due to a 
certain lack of experience. Before considering tricky micro-grid regulation issues the overall 
design has to be done in terms of configuration (PV plant, wind turbines, hydro resources, 
biomass power plant, battery system, diesel genset, gas genset…) and management strategy 
ensuring the reliability and optimization of the overall system. This task requires more than 
just relying on rules of thumbs in order to define a proper design; and a hybrid power plant 
computational model must be built and analyzed. This model will enable the designer in 
charge to test configurations and run many simulations to decide which one is the best 
according to predefined relevant criteria such as the cost of electricity, the grid reliability, the 
fuel consumption, etc.  

The abovementioned approach is practically applied in this study referring to the specific case 
of a hybrid micro-grid project in a remote Malaysian village. The first part introduces the 
study case and the assumptions made on the local power demand and the available solar 
resources (no other renewable energy resources were considered). Then, the computational 
model is presented, including details about each one of its components and the way it works 
when a simulation is run. Third, the simulation process is described: four scenarios are 
defined and a methodology is identified to define optimal configurations for each scenario. 
Finally the results are compared for each scenario in order to recommend the best 
configuration.            
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1 – CASE STUDY  
Rural development is a key issue in Malaysia, especially in the province of Sabah located at 
the North-East end of Borneo Island. The economic development there was not as fast as in 
Peninsular Malaysia due to the topography of the remote areas in which many of the villages 
are settled (Ngah, 2012). High cost of infrastructures in such remote locations explains why 
only 77% of households had an electricity access in Sabah state in 2009 while 99.5% of 
households had one in Peninsular Malaysia (Ngah, 2012). 

This study focuses on the virtual case of a NGO which asks for consulting services in order to 
provide electricity access to one of the remote villages of the Sabah state. The NGO objective 
is first to improve the quality of life of 700 people living there; and secondly to accelerate the 
economic development of the area. Two conditions appear to be prerequisites to the energy 
supply system: 

- Energy must be affordable for anybody in the village: it has to be as cheap as possible, 
- Energy supply must be as secure and maintenance-free as possible.  

The study should cover a period of 10 years. This time scale was chosen in order to provide a 
durable solution: it would not be relevant to design an energy supply system if it gets obsolete 
on year 3. Even though economic evaluation of infrastructure projects is often performed over 
a 20 years period, it was decided to shorten the study to avoid hazardous assessments.     

Current situation 
The village for the case study is located on the north-eastern edge of the Borneo Island. The 
village has currently no access to electricity and cannot be connected to any surrounding grid. 
As a result, a micro-grid must be designed to meet the stated objectives. Being almost 
exclusively surrounded by rain forest, it is planned that a limited area of the forest – close to 
the village – should be cleared from trees in order to build the power plant. Nevertheless, in 
order to limit the environmental impact of the power plant this area will be limited to 10 000 
m². On year one, 700 hundred people live in this village. Considering that the Malaysian 
average rate of inhabitants per household is 4.3 (Kazanah Research Institute, 2014) it can be 
concluded that the residential sector of the village is made out of 163 households. It can also 
be assumed that public facilities such as an elementary school, an office for the head of the 
village, a communal crop processing mill and public lighting would be connected to the grid 
as soon as it would be settled.  
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1.1 – Load assessment 

It is not easy to estimate the electricity demand for a newly electrified village. The best way to 
do it would be to consider a comparable village powered by a community-owned engine-
generator set (genset). It would then be convenient to measure the electricity produced and 
relate it to the village we are interested in. Unfortunately no such study could be done and no 
such results could be found. The load curve had to be built assuming the types of equipment 
that would be run as soon as the micro grid would be built. In order to define the most 
realistic load curve for the village, two types of demand must be taken into consideration: 
residential electricity demand and demand from public facilities.  

Seasonality and difference between working days and weekends are usually very important 
criteria when it comes to building a load curve (Turan Gönen, 2014). Nevertheless things are 
a bit different considering the case that this study focuses on. Indeed, people living in this 
village are mainly farmers working every day which makes the distinction between working 
days and weekends irrelevant. Moreover, maximum and minimum temperature averages 
remain almost constant all year long. Even though rainfall is much more frequent between 
September and December, it is assumed here that it would not have a significant impact on the 
local electricity demand. As a result it has been taken as a simplifying assumption that the 
load curve would be the same for any day all year long.  
 

 
Figure 1: Monthly average temperatures in Sabah 

Method 
The method chosen to build the load curve is based on the use of typical load curves for 
residential and public sectors in remote areas (Turan Gönen, 2014). Such curves provide the 
hourly power requirement from the grid as a percentage of the peak load. Therefore, defining 
the peak load for the village on year 1 would allow the load curve shaping. To do so, two 
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types of loads were considered: the residential load, from the households and the public load 
from the public facilities. Then, the residential and public load curves were defined by 
assuming the type and number of appliances connected to the grid. Finally, the merger of 
these two curves results in the total load on year 1.   

1.1.1 – Residential load on year 1 
A social survey in a Kuala Lumpur neighborhood (Ponniran, 2012) reveals that among the 
most common electrical appliances used in Malaysian households are: 

- Lamps for lighting 
- Rice cookers, blenders and refrigerators for cooking 
- Fans for cooling 
- Television, radio 

This study also reports that 5kWh is the average daily energy consumption for a household in 
such a neighborhood. Even though people living in richer urban areas are much more likely to 
buy appliances, this study shows the types of appliances that would be bought over the years 
following the micro grid connection. Nevertheless, on year 1 it is very unlikely that many 
households could afford a refrigerator. Most of them should only be able to buy small cheap 
appliances.  

Let’s assume that on year 1, there are two types of households in the targeted village: 

- 5% of households are high consuming households equipped with 4 lamps, a rice 
cooker, a refrigerator and a television.  

- 95% of households are low consuming households only equipped with 4 lamps, a fan 
and a radio. 

Table 1 below indicates the typical power consumption for the relevant appliances: 
Table 1: Power consumption per type of appliance (Wholesale Solar, 2015) 

Use Appliance Power (W) 

Lighting Lamp 50 

Cooking Rice cooker 500 

Blender 300 

Refrigerator 180 

Cooling Fan 100 

Leisure Television 180 

Radio 20 

 

Considering the reduced amount of appliances for both types of households, it can be assumed 
that the peak load is reached when they are all turned on at the very same moment, by the end 
of the day for instance. This corresponds to a demand factor equal to 1 (Electrical Engineering 
Portal, 2011). The corresponding peak loads, on year one, are summarized in the Table 2: 
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Table 2: Peak load per type of household 

Year 1 High Consuming Household Low Consuming Household 

Number of households 8 155 

Peak Load (W) 940 320 

 

The total residential load for the village must take into account that individual maximum 
demands would never occur simultaneously. This is done using the so called diversity factor 
or simultaneity factor: 

𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝐷𝑓𝐷 =
∑ 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐼𝐼𝑓𝐼 𝑝𝐷𝑓𝑝 𝐼𝑓𝑓𝐼𝐷
𝑅𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐼𝐷𝐼𝐷𝐷𝑓𝐼 𝑝𝐷𝑓𝑝 𝐼𝑓𝑓𝐼

 

A value of 2 can be considered as typical for the diversity factor between individual 
households (Electrical Engineering Portal, 2011). As a result the total residential peak load for 
the village on year 1 comes with: 

𝑅𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐼𝐷𝐼𝐷𝐷𝑓𝐼 𝑝𝐷𝑓𝑝 𝐼𝑓𝑓𝐼 =
∑ 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐼𝐼𝑓𝐼 𝑝𝐷𝑓𝑝 𝐼𝑓𝑓𝐼𝐷

2
 

𝑅𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐼𝐷𝐼𝐷𝐷𝑓𝐼 𝑝𝐷𝑓𝑝 𝐼𝑓𝑓𝐼 =
8 ∗ 940 + 155 ∗ 320

2
= 32320𝑊 ≈ 32.3𝑝𝑊 

Having assumed a peak load on year 1 for the two types of households, a daily load curve can 
be drawn, as shown in Figure 2. It follows the typical shape for rural households here below 
(Turan Gönen, 2014).  

 
Figure 2: Typical load curve for rural households 

As a result, the daily residential power demand on year one is summarized in Table 3 and in 
Figure 3 below: 
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It can be noted here than the total daily residential energy consumption in this village is 
418.4kWh. Knowing there are 163 households in this village the daily energy consumption 
per household is 2.6kWh/household/day. It looks relevant compared to the 5kWh/day energy 
average consumption estimated for a house in a Kuala Lumpur. Indeed, in Kuala Lumpur the 
average monthly household income is twice that in Sabah state: 2095 RM/month vs 910 
RM/month (Khazanah Research Institute, 2014). Assuming that energy expenditures are 
directly related to the household income, the monthly energy consumption per household 
seems relevant.  

Time  Peak load 
share (%) 

Load (kW) Time  Peak load 
share (%) 

Load (kW) 

12am 30 9.6 12pm 70 22.4 
1am 28.75 9.2 1pm 60 19.2 
2am 27.5 8.8 2pm 50 16 
3am 26.25 8.4 3pm 55 17.6 
4am 25 8 4pm 60 19.2 
5am 32.5 10.4 5pm 80 25.6 
6am 40 12.8 6pm 100 32 
7am 52.5 16.8 7pm 87.5 28 
8am 65 20.8 8pm 75 24 
9am 63.75 20.4 9pm 60 19.2 
10am 62.5 20 10pm 50 16 
11am 66.25 21.2 11pm 40 12.8 

Table 3: Residential load per hour on year 1 

Figure 3: Residential load curve on year 1 
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1.1.2 – Public load on year 1 
Here again assumptions have to be done considering the power demand on year 1 for the 
public facilities evoked: elementary school, head of the village office, rice mill and public 
lighting. 

- Elementary school peak power demand is equivalent to 5 high consumption 
households 

- Head of the village office peak power demand is equivalent to 1 high consumption 
household 

- Assuming 100kg of rice are milled every day and considering that around 60kWh of 
electrical energy are required to process one ton of rice (M. A. Zaman, 2004), it can be 
assumed that the nominal electric power of the rice mill is 3kW 

- The public lighting on year one is assumed to be made of 20 lamps   

For a system such as any of the public facilities, the demand factor is defined as the following 
(Electrical Engineering Portal, 2011): 

𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑓𝐼𝐼 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝐷𝑓𝐷 =
𝑀𝑓𝑀 𝐼𝑓𝑓𝐼 𝑓𝑓𝐷 𝐷ℎ𝐷 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 

𝑇𝑓𝐷𝑓𝐼 𝑓𝑓𝐼𝐼𝐷𝑓𝐷𝐷𝐼 𝐼𝑓𝑓𝐼 𝐷𝑓 𝐷ℎ𝐷 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷
 

Contrary to what was assumed for the residential load, the demand factor cannot be 
considered as equal to 1. Indeed it is very unlikely that in the elementary school for instance 
all the appliances would ever be turned on at the very same moment. The Table 4 below 
summarizes the peak power demand for the public facilities and the relevant demand factor 
assumed: 

Table 4: Peak load per public facility on year 1 

Year 1 Installed load (W) Demand factor 

Elementary school 4700 0.5 

Head of village office 940 0.75 

Rice mill 3000 0.75 

Public lighting 1000 1 

The sum of the peak loads from all public facilities is then: 

�𝑃𝐼𝑃𝐼𝐷𝑓 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝐷𝐼𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 𝑝𝐷𝑓𝑝 𝐼𝑓𝑓𝐼𝐷 = 4700 ∗ 0.5 + 940 ∗ 0.75 + 3000 ∗ 0.75 + 1000 

�𝑃𝐼𝑃𝐼𝐷𝑓 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝐷𝐼𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 𝑝𝐷𝑓𝑝 𝐼𝑓𝑓𝐼𝐷 = 6305𝑊 ≈ 6.3𝑝𝑊 

Here again, as discussed earlier, it is very unlikely that all public facilities would reach their 
peak loads at the same time. A diversity factor should then be used to calculate a more 
realistic peak load for public facilities. The diversity factor between individual users for 
commercial load is assumed to be equal to 1.46 (Electrical Engineering Portal, 2011). 

Then the peak load for public facilities comes through: 

𝑃𝐼𝑃𝐼𝐷𝑓 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝐷𝐼𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 𝑝𝐷𝑓𝑝 𝐼𝑓𝑓𝐼 =
∑𝑃𝐼𝑃𝐼𝐷𝑓 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝐷𝐼𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 𝑝𝐷𝑓𝑝 𝐼𝑓𝑓𝐼𝐷

1.46
=

6.3
1.46

≈ 4.3𝑝𝑊 

Following the same process as what was done for the residential sector, the load curve is 
drawn according to a “typical” rural commercial load (Gönen, 2014). 
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Figure 4: Typical load curve for rural public facilities 

 

The resulting daily power demand, on year 1 for public facilities is then:  
 

Table 5: Commercial load per hour on year 1 
Time  Peak load 

share (%) 
Load 
(kW) 

Time  Peak load 
share (%) 

Load 
(kW) 

12am 20 0.9 12pm 90 3.9 
1am 20 0.9 1pm 90 3.9 
2am 17.5 0.8 2pm 90 3.9 
3am 17.5 0.8 3pm 92 4.0 
4am 17.5 0.8 4pm 95 4.1 
5am 20 0.9 5pm 100 4.3 
6am 25 1.1 6pm 90 3.9 
7am 35 1.5 7pm 77.5 3.3 
8am 50 2.2 8pm 75 3.2 
9am 80 3.4 9pm 60 2.6 
10am 80 3.4 10pm 50 2.2 
11am 92 4.0 11pm 30 1.3 
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Figure 5: Public facilities load curve on year 1 

 
Finally, the daily load curve on year 1 for the village is the sum of both public facilities and 
residential power demands: 

 
Figure 6: Overall load curve on year 1 

As expected, the consumption by night is low, around 10kW. It increases progressively in the 
early morning and remains stable around 20-25kW until 5pm. The peak load, 35kW, is 
reached around 7pm and power demand decreases progressively from there until the night 
load. As explained earlier, this daily profile is repeated over the whole first year.  
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1.1.3 – Load evolution over time 
The annual load curve design was simplified by not taking into account any kind of 
seasonality effect. Nevertheless, the load is obviously going to change over the 10 years 
duration of the study. As a compromise it was chosen to model the load evolution year after 
year. This means that the same daily load profile is repeated for any day of a specific year and 
that the load curve shape changes every year between the 31st of December and the 1st of 
January. 

Many factors such as the population growth, the load density, alternative energy sources, 
community development, industrial plans, city plans, geographical factors, etc., affect the load 
evolution (Gönen, 2014). For the sake of simplicity only 3 of them are considered here: 

- Population growth 
- Community development  
- Industrial plans 

Malaysia demography grows at a rate of 1.5%/year (World Bank, 2015). This phenomenon is 
counterbalanced by rural to urban migration which is still strong in the country (Nor 
Ermawati, 2011). As a result the demography of the targeted village is assessed to remain 
stable over the whole study period. 

According to a world report the poor people income are rapidly increasing in the state of 
Sabah, “Real income of the bottom 40 percent of households increased by an average 6.3 
percent per year between 2009 and 2012” (World Bank, 2015). It can then be assumed that 
villagers would see their income growing by 2% per year over the study period. Considering 
that the share of their budget dedicated to electric appliances should increase over time, let’s 
assume a 3%/year increase of households power demand over the study period. 

Making the electricity supply more reliable and cheaper is undoubtedly an efficient way to 
promote infrastructure and industry development. As a result it will be assumed that a local 
factory for honey processing will be built in the village on year 3 as well as a rural health 
clinic on year 5.  

It can then be assumed that the factory and the clinic would have the same consumption curve 
as the other public facilities, with respective peak loads equal to 5000W and 7000W. 

The resulting daily load curves for the years 1, 3, 5 and 10 are developed in Figure 7:  
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Figure 7: Daily load curve on years 1, 3, 5 and 10 

1.2 – Solar resources definition 

Solar power available on the study site is of course a critical input for the project. The solar 
energy available is measured as the GHI: Global Horizontal Irradiance. It is the amount of 
solar energy received on a surface horizontal to the ground. It is the sum of Direct Normal 
Irradiance (DNI) and Diffuse Horizontal Irradiance (DIF) and can be expressed in kWh/m². 
The amount of solar energy received on a tilted plane is the Global Tilted Irradiance (GTI), on 
a specific site its value depends on the plane tilt and orientation. It was chosen for this 
simulation that solar panels should be oriented with a 10° tilt, which seems to fit the best with 
the location (Omidresa Saadatian, 2012). Malaysia being close to the Equator but still in the 
northern hemisphere (latitude 6.53°, longitude 116.97°), the PV panels are oriented towards 
the south, at azimuth 0°.   

It is difficult, if not impossible, to assess the solar energy that will be available in specific 
location on an hourly basis. The best solution would be to use a predictive probabilistic model 
taking as inputs long term observation data but building such a model was out of the scope of 
this master thesis. Another solution would consist on using measured solar irradiance data 
from a meteorology station located on the very site where the study is performed. 
Unfortunately such study results were not available. 

As a result the solution chosen for this study consisted on using irradiance data, available 
online on one of the specialized websites: Meteonorm. Irradiance calculation on a specific site 
is based on the interpolation of data measured in the meteorology stations around and satellite 
surface data measured with a horizontal resolution of 8km (Meteonorm, 2015). The resulting 
output is a one year hourly file of GHI on the location of interest.  
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The raw hourly data is then imported to the solar power plant modeling software PVSyst, 
which allows the calculation of the hourly GTI value as the ones that can be displayed in 
Figure 8: 

 
Figure 8: GHI, GTI and clear sky curves for a typical week in June 

 
More than displaying the GTI hourly values, it is possible with PVSyst to model the PV 
power plant, the PV panels behavior as well as the inverters behavior. From the input GTI 
data and components characteristics, PVSyst calculates the electric output power of the solar 
power plant. This output power, directly linked to the local solar irradiation, is used as an 
input in the Hybrid Power Plant Simulator that will be introduced in the next chapter.    

The irradiance data from the Meteonorm file covers a 1 year period while the project lifetime 
is 10 years. This solar irradiance file was then repeated over the 9 remaining years. It is 
obviously impossible to observe the same weather on a specific site on a daily basis from one 
year to another. Nevertheless, it appears that stepping back to the year scale, the global solar 
irradiance fluctuations are limited. It is known that solar activity is characterized by 11 years 
long activity cycles. Such cycles impact the solar irradiance reaching the surface of the Earth 
as it can be observed in Figure 9 below: 
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Figure 9: Average solar irradiance over years [28] 

 
Nevertheless, one can observe that over a cycle, the average solar irradiance varies by 1W/m² 
maximum. Considering all the assumptions done when shaping the demand curve, it appears 
that repeating the yearly solar irradiance data over the whole project lifetime seems very 
reasonable. As a result, the annual solar irradiation is assumed to be constant over the project 
lifetime.      
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2 – HYBRID POWER PLANT MODELING 
As described in the introduction, defining the best size and structure for a hybrid power plant 
requires a deep understanding of all its components and their evolution over the life time of 
the project. The best way to acquire such a knowledge would be to build an actual prototype 
of the power plant and test all the possible configurations. This would actually allow the best 
understanding of the performance functions and provide the most trustworthy results but is 
obviously impossible to achieve. Indeed no company could realistically consider to build a 
plant customizable prototype for each project they run. That would of course be too expensive 
and would take way too much time.  

As a result, developing a hybrid power plant computational model seems to be reasonable 
alternative. Even though results issued from a model calculation cannot be considered as 
flawless as experimental results, they are undoubtedly useful to understand the plant behavior. 
A decisive advantage of using a model is that a multitude of simulations can be run in order to 
study the impact of any setting and compare relevant results. Making a model as realistic as 
possible is the engineer’s work and is part of the work presented in this paper. It is also 
critical for the developers to be aware of the model’s limitations and estimate how close its 
results are from the reality.   

Considering all this, the AKOMIS model has been developed by Akuo Energy to serve such a 
purpose, Akuo Optimization Model for Isolated Systems. The working principle of AKOMIS 
is basically to simulate the behavior of various integrated power plant concepts according to 
external inputs such as the solar irradiance, the ambient temperature and the electrical load to 
be supplied. Multiple parameters specific to the plant (types of components, their settings, 
etc.) or to the project (duration, simulation timestep, economy, etc.) have to be defined to 
make the model fit with what the real case scenario.  

Then, the AKOMIS model is used to run simulations and calculate representative outputs 
such as the energy produced, the fuel consumption, etc. Such results are specific to the 
settings chosen and compared according to different indicators. This approach helps deciding 
which design is the most appropriate for the project.  

 
Figure 10: Schematic view of the hybrid power plant 
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A schematic view of a hybrid power plant appears in Figure 10 above. AKOMIS is a Matlab 
& Simulink model that was developed following the same structure. Indeed the AKOMIS 
Simulink model is made out of distinct blocks representing each relevant part of the power 
plant: the Solar Power Plant (SPP), the Energy Storage System (ESS), the Genset, and the 
Energy Management System (EMS).  

AKOMIS is a hybrid power system simulator. It can obviously be used to model hybrid 
power plants equipped with a solar power plant, an ESS and a genset but it can alternatively 
be used to model PV+genset power plants as well as standalone genset power plants. The 
main objective in adding these two features was to compare results issued from simulations 
for each one of these configurations. It would then be easier for the engineer in charge to 
define which configuration best suits the project.  

The model aims at representing the energetic behavior of the power plant and its components. 
The work presented in this report does not focus on the electrical systems within each 
component. It would have been more complex and requires deeper knowledge in electrical 
technology to represent all the components and measure all the electronical signals between 
them. This was out of the scope of this work but such considerations should be raised by 
specialists when the plant is actually built. The following sections of this chapter introduce the 
working principles of the main components of the AKOMIS power plant model.   
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2.1 – The Solar Power Plant Model 
The Solar Power Plant is the part of the power plant in charge of converting natural solar 
energy into electrical energy. This conversion is performed by the photovoltaic panels (PV 
panels) which convert solar irradiance into direct electrical current thanks to the photovoltaic 
effect. PV panels or modules and joined together to form strings and strings together form the 
solar field. The solar power plant also includes power conversion systems (PCS) in charge of 
converting direct current into alternating current.  

As discussed in the previous chapter, the solar resource is an input of the AKOMIS model. 
Irradiance data for the specific site are obtained from diverse meteorology sources. They are 
then used as inputs to run a PVSyst simulation. This software is well known for being a 
realistic simulator of solar power plants. It allows the setting of the solar power plant 
components: the PV panels as well and the power conversion systems (PCS) and provides the 
relevant PV power injected to the grid. Actually PVSyst fulfills the role of the SPP Model for 
AKOMIS since its PV power output is used as an input to AKOMIS. 

The PV panel model chosen in PVSyst for this study is a BenQ PM245P00_255 equipped 
with a maximum power point tracker system (MPPT system). For a given temperature and 
irradiance, the PV module I-V curve can be plotted out of PVSyst: 

 
Figure 11: I-V curve for the Module PV at 25°C for 5 different incident irradiations – dots are the 

MPP 
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For specific conditions, there is one I-V point that maximizes the power output of the module. 
The MPPT system constantly adjusts the module voltage in order to reach this maximum 
power point. The PV module main features in standard conditions (Tref=25°C, 
GHIref=1000W/m²) are available in PVSyst and are summarized in the Table 6 below: 

 
Table 6: Main parameters of the chosen PV panel 

Parameters Values 

Short circuit current Isc = 8.76 A 

Open circuit voltage Voc = 37.6 V 

Maximum Power Point power Pmpp = 255 W 

Maximum Power Point current Impp = 8.28 A 

Maximum Power Point voltage Vmpp = 30.8 V 

Module size Module surface = 1.6 m² 

 

PVSyst does not evaluate the PV aging whereas it is commonly admitted that the PV capacity 
usually fades by 0.4% per year. Therefore this feature was added in AKOMIS as a 
complement to PVSyst input data.      
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2.2 – The Energy Management System Model 
The EMS is the software component of a power plant which is in charge of monitoring 
controlling and optimizing the power plant operation. This piece of software is the 
“intelligence” of the power plant: it monitors data in real time measured by a variety of 
SCADA sensors (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition). Data are used as inputs for the 
EMS algorithms which define what the best settings for the power plant operation are. Orders 
are then sent in real time to all components of the power plant so they adjust their operation 
mode or settings according to the current situation.      

The program developed is aimed at modeling hybrid power plants for micro-grid applications 
and could not be used for grid connected projects. This distinction has major implications on 
the EMS functions, obligations and complexity.  

When a solar power plant with storage is designed to be connected to the grid it has to meet 
the grid operator requirements. The voltage and frequencies are defined by the grid and 
monitored by the grid operator. To do so, it defines set points the plant operator has to meet in 
order to facilitate the grid management. This was for instance the case for the so called “AO 
CRE ZNI” (Commission de Régulation de l’Energie, 2015) tender called by the French 
government for the construction of solar + storage power plants on the French non-
interconnected islands. The call for tender specifies that the plant operator has to announce 
upfront and on various time scales the power curve he is going to supply to the grid. The 
operator gets paid for fulfilling the commitments, but pays penalties if those fail to be met. In 
this case the EMS role is absolutely critical and very complex. Indeed, it decides what power 
curve to announce to the grid operator depending on the weather forecast and the grid 
operation requirements. On operation, it also decides live whether to store energy or supply 
energy to the grid depending on the forecasted solar power, the batteries state of charge, the 
power curve announced to the grid operator and many other parameters. The EMS aims at 
maximizing the power plant operator benefits by optimizing the plant operation.     
The EMS role is a bit different for micro grid applications. It is still in charge of optimizing 
the power plant operation but in a simpler way. When it comes to micro grid, the grid operator 
is also the power plant operator and notions of frequency and voltage control are not 
considered the same way. Indeed for micro grids there is no more balancing supply and 
demand since the energy consumption is by default equal to the energy production. The EMS 
is then in charge of optimizing the local resources and limiting energy curtailment while 
meeting the energy demand. As its name suggests it actually manages the energy by deciding 
for instance whether solar energy should be stored or not, whether the genset should be turned 
on in order to charge the batteries or if they should keep supplying power to the micro grid.   

Four different EMS were developed for this study: one for a genset standalone configuration, 
one for a PV+genset configuration and two for a PV+storage+genset configuration – one 
assuming a fully interfaced and remotely controlled system and another one assuming a 
manually controlled system.  

2.2.1 – Genset management 
Genset management by the EMS is very much depending on the power plant configuration. 
When operating a classical grid with no storage system, the primary reserve is the spinning 
reserve of the large electrical generators. Load and supply are then balanced by increasing or 
slowing down the rotating speed of these generators on a short notice (<30s). Now, when 
operating a micro-grid, spinning reserve is of course required too (Wang and Gooi, 2011). 
The grid operator must have power sources able to kick in instantly in case the load would 
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suddenly increase or the power production would drop drastically (case of a passing cloud for 
instance). If not, the grid would fall. Two possibilities can be considered as a spinning reserve 
depending on the grid configuration: 

- If the grid is not equipped with a storage system, a conventional spinning machine has 
to be turned on continuously to provide instant power in case it would be needed. 
Indeed, the time for a genset to cold start is far too long and a blackout would occur 
before it supplies the required power. 

- If the grid is equipped with a storage system, it can be used as an equivalent of a 
spinning reserve. An ESS should be able to kick in quickly enough to supply power 
during the starting time of a genset. Here is the main advantage of the ESS: it takes off 
the constraint to continuously have a conventional genset turned on.  

The EMS developed here takes this into consideration when managing the genset according to 
each configuration. 

Configuration 1 and 2: Standalone Genset & Genset + PV  

The EMS is in charge for every time step of the simulation, to pilot the generator command 
control for it to start up, shut down, or to adjust its power output. In both configurations there 
is no ESS. As explained before, the genset has to be turned on continuously. On the figure 
below the genset is running at its minimum power capacity Pmin when the required power is 
too low and does not exceed it. Pmin is usually taken equal to 30% of the genset nominal 
power. When a genset is running on light loads – lower than 30% – the engine does not burn 
all the fuel delivered to its cylinders and its performance and state of health decline. It is the 
so called wet stacking effect. Therefore many manufacturers do not provide the same 
warranties if the genset is used in these conditions. When the load exceeds Pmin, the genset 
runs on “load following”, the maximum output power being limited by the Pmax value. 

 
Figure 12: Power profile for the PV+genset configuration   
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Figure 13: Power profile for the genset standalone configuration   

 

Configuration 3: PV+storage+genset 

For this configuration it was decided the genset would kick in when the batteries state of 
charge (SoC) reaches below a predefined value: SoCdown. On the contrary, the genset shuts 
down when the batteries state of charge is higher than SoCup.  

When the genset is operating (Figure 14), if the required power is too low and doesn’t exceed 
a minimum predefined value Pmin: the Full Power/Minimum Run Time (FPMRT) strategy is 
used (Barley and Winn, 1996). According to this strategy, the genset does not follow the low 
load requirement but runs at its optimal load factor. The excess energy produced is then stored 
in the batteries. This strategy prevents the genset from running on very low partial load, 
involving low efficiency, high specific consumption and early aging. When the required 
power exceeds this Pmin value, the load is considered high enough for the genset to run on 
“load following” mode. Nevertheless its power output is limited to the predefined Pmax value.  

As explained earlier, we notice in Figure 14 that with this configuration, the genset is not used 
as a spinning reserve. Indeed it is turned off when the batteries state of charge is sufficient. It 
only kicks in when the batteries power cannot follow the load anymore. 

It should be noted here that at this point of the study the figures are presenting only generic 
examples of the configuration alternatives and operational strategies considered in the 
analysis, and do not yet represent the actual results from the study. However, the discussed 
behaviour and control strategies correspond exactly to the ones considered in the analysis.  
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Figure 14: Power profile for the PV+storage+genset configuration 

 
Comments 
The whole genset management system design was based on the assumption that the genset 
could be remotely controlled by the EMS. This is totally doable with current systems where a 
master/slave connection can be established between the EMS and the genset or between the 
Power Conversion System (PCS) and the genset.  

Nevertheless, it may not be possible with old genset models. For example, many projects are 
about adding a Solar Power Plant and an Energy Storage System to an old existing genset. It 
this case it is very likely that a person would be trained to manually turn on/off the genset 
according to the batteries state of charge or the weather forecast.  

A bigger security margin should probably be considered when sizing the system in order to 
limit the mismanagement risks. Such a potentiality will be exposed and considered later in 
this study when the different simulation scenarios are introduced.   

2.2.2 – ESS management  
The management principle of the Energy Storage System is quite simple: the required power 
from the batteries is the difference between the load and the power supplied by both the solar 
power plant and the generator set. The power that can be delivered by the batteries is limited 
by two factors imposing Pbat max and Pbat min: 

- The maximum charge and discharge power inherent to the battery model. 
- The ESS power conversion system (PCS) that limits the output power of the inverter, 

inherent to the inverter and transformer models. 
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2.2.3 – Dump Load management 
The genset management introduced earlier in this text may involve an excess of power 
production. This may happen when the load is lower than the genset minimum power output 
Pmin with no storage system available, for instance. The genset produces energy in excess in 
order not to run under too low load factor. Energy in excess must then be dissipated through 
resistors producing heat. The extra energy produced and dissipated through resistors is called 
Dump Load, depicted in Figure 15 here below.  

 

 
Figure 15: Power profile for the genset standalone configuration 
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2.3 – The Energy Storage System Model 
Two major components are part of the Energy Storage System: the Power Conversion System 
(PCS) and the batteries.  

2.3.1 – PCS model 
The Power Conversion System refers to two power electronics assets: the inverter and the 
transformer.  

2.3.1.1 – The Inverter 
When the batteries are charging, the PCS converts the alternating current received from the 
genset or the SPP inverter into direct current to charge the batteries. When the batteries supply 
power to the grid, the inverter converts direct current produced by the batteries into alternative 
current transported through the grid. The inverter function is varying with the application and 
the grid configuration. Two modes should be considered to describe inverters’ role: grid 
forming inverter and grid feeding inverter. 

Grid feeding inverter 

For systems where the ESS is connected to a large grid, the grid frequency and voltage are all 
set by the grid. In this case the ESS inverter is a controllable current source: balanced currents 
and active power supplied just have to remain in the ranges constrained by the grid (Singh, 
2015). The inverter is feeding the grid. This is case for grid connected ESS but can also be the 
case for micro-grids powered by constantly running gensets that set frequency and voltage 
continuously. 

Grid forming inverter 

This project ambition is to minimize the genset use by turning it off when the batteries are 
able to meet the load. In this case, the ESS inverter cannot feed into an established grid but 
has to form it. The inverter is not seen as a current source anymore but as a controllable 
voltage source, in charge of regulating the voltage and frequency of the micro grid (Singh, 
2015). Because loads are not evenly shared between the three phases the inverter has to 
continuously adapt the current drawn on each phase to balance the voltage. Unbalanced 
voltage between the three phases would cause damages to the connected appliances, 
especially to induction motors, which highlights the critical role played by the ESS inverter in 
the micro grid. 

As explained earlier, this simulator relies on energy transfers modeling between the different 
components of the system. Here, it is not about modeling the current and voltage evolution 
within the components. Therefore, a purely energetic model of inverter was built. The inverter 
efficiency is calculated as a function of the inverter load. Then the power output is calculated 
by applying this efficiency to the input power.     

2.3.1.2 – The Transformer 
The PCS transformer is located between the ESS inverter and the micro grid. It is in charge of 
increasing the voltage of the inverted signal before it reaches the micro grid. Two types of 
losses are measured for a transformer:  

- winding losses due to ohmic resistance in the transformer windings when it is loaded 
- core losses due to “reversal of magnetization in the transformer core” (Daware,2014), 

when it is not loaded 
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These two types of losses are calculated in the model as a function of the transformer class. 
The transformer efficiency can then be calculated as well as its power output. 

It was initially planned to set the inverter and transformer nominal powers as parameters to be 
defined by the model user. Then it appeared that PCS power is more a consequence of the 
power plant design rather than a sizing criteria. Indeed, the PCS must be sized to fit with the 
maximum generation capacity in order to avoid the inverter overload that could damage its 
sensible power electronics components. As a result it was decided that the transformer and 
inverter nominal powers would be set as 85% of the SPP peak power. 

2.3.2 – Batteries model 
The previous chapter introduced new variables characterizing the batteries state or behavior. 
For instance, the EMS was designed in such a way that the genset would kick in when the 
batteries state of charge would reach a certain value, likewise, the power output from the ESS 
would be limited by the batteries maximum discharge power. This illustrates the necessity to 
calculate these variables characterizing the batteries at any time. To do so a sophisticated 
model of batteries was developed by a former Akuo Energy intern (Gaudray, 2015).  

The Akuo battery model – which calculates all the variables related to the ESS performance 
for each simulation time step (its operation strategy is illustrated in Figure 15 further below) – 
was directly implemented into this master thesis. This part of the job will not be reviewed 
here again but working principles for calculating battery variables will be recalled.  

C-Rate 

The C-Rate represents “the rate at which battery is discharged relative to its maximum 
capacity” (MIT, 2008). Concretely, it is the ratio between Pbat, the battery power in kilowatts, 
and the battery initial maximum capacity, in kWh. A 1 C-rate refers to a discharge power that 
would totally discharge the battery in 1h whereas a 2 C-rate discharge power would discharge 
it in 1/2h.  The C-Rate calculation for any time step is then pretty simple:  

𝐶𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 =
𝑃𝑏𝑟𝑟

𝐸𝑏𝑟𝑟_𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑟
 

 

C-Ratemax is the maximum C-Rate value. It limits the battery power charge or discharge 
current and really is a characteristic of the battery type and model. Batteries can be divided in 
two categories: 

- Power batteries allow important charge and discharge powers. They can have C-
Ratemax=5 but have lower performance when it comes to storing energy over longer 
periods due to internal losses and auto-discharge. Power batteries may be used for grid 
service applications such as voltage or frequency regulation where energy is only 
stored for a few minutes.   

- Energy batteries have a high energy density that allows energy storage over longer 
period: 6 hours or more. They can typically have C-Ratemax=0.5 or C-Ratemax =1 and 
don’t allow as steep charge and discharge as power batteries. They better fit with the 
micro-grid applications since it is here about storing energy to keep supplying the 
demand when the power production resources are not sufficient.    
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Efficiency 

The cycle efficiency of the battery represents the energy losses over a full charge/discharge 
cycle: 

𝜂 =
𝐸𝑠𝑟𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑠_𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑟

𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑟𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑠_𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑟
 

The nominal efficiency is specific to a battery model. It is communicated by the manufacturer 
and measured for a normalized charge/discharge: specific C-Rates, depth of discharge (DoD), 
state of charge (SoC), temperature.  

It appears that the real cycle efficiency is different from the nominal efficiency and varies 
with the temperature, the C-Rate and the state of health (Gaudray, 2015). For each one of 
these parameters, an abacus evaluating the efficiency was designed and allowed the 
calculation of the actual battery efficiency at any time step.     

State of Charge 

The State of Charge (SoC, in %) is the amount of energy available in the battery compared to 
the total energy capacity of the battery. The SoC variation is calculated at any time by 
measuring the ratio between the energy variation over the time step and the total energy 
capacity of the battery. It is calculated like: 

𝑆𝑓𝐶 = 𝑆𝑓𝐶𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑐 +
𝜂𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑐 ∗ 𝑃𝑏𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝  − 𝜂 ∗ 𝑃𝑏𝑟𝑟

𝐸𝑏𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡𝑡
∗ 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑝  

 

 
Figure 16: Power profile on a sunny day for a PV+genset+storage system 
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Figure 17 : Batteries SoC evolution over the same sunny day as on the figure above  

 

In case auto-discharge losses would have been evoked by battery manufacturers, they would 
have been considered in this calculation. These losses were assumed to be negligible here.  

The state of charge is a critical parameter of the overall system and more specifically the 
genset management. It was assumed in this study case that the genset would be remotely 
controlled by the EMS through a master slave relation. As a comment, in case the genset 
could not be remotely driven, the SoC should be an easily reachable information for an on-site 
system manager. Indeed it is a main key decision driver when it comes to turning on/off the 
genset.  

 

State of Health 

The state of health (SoH) is the aging indicator of the battery. Battery aging is the combined 
result of two distinct phenomena: calendar aging and cycling aging (Merei, 2014). 

Calendar aging is the energy capacity decrease whenever the battery is used or not. It is 
mainly due to side chemical reactions happening at both the anode and the cathode. Those 
reactions cause the loss and deterioration of material and therefore the battery capacity 
reduction (Kassem, 2013). Besides the nominal aging phenomena, measured by 
manufacturers in standard conditions, two factors accelerate the battery capacity fade: high 
ambient temperature and high state of charge. 

Cycling aging is the capacity fade following a complete charge/discharge cycle: it depends on 
the way batteries are used. More precisely cycle aging is impacted by two characteristics:  

- C-Rate: how fast are the battery charged/discharged: the power they have to deliver 
- DoD: how deep is the charge/discharge cycle 
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Here again the model designed by Gaudray in 2015 runs the calculation of the SoH. It 
combines the effects of these two phenomena to transcript the realistic evolution of the battery 
capacity over a project lifetime. 

The monitoring made possible thanks to this SoH calculation is of vital interest for a project 
evaluation. ESS related costs are a big share of a storage project capital expenditure. That is 
why knowing in advance whether batteries will last over the whole project life time or will 
have to be replaced is a major consideration when one estimates the economic feasibility of a 
hybrid power plant project. Such considerations will be investigated later on in this report.    

 

Auxiliary power 

As discussed in the previous paragraphs, the ambient temperature impacts the batteries 
efficiency and life time. It is also well known that humidity damages electronics operations 
and should be avoided in a battery container. Installing a Heat Ventilation/Air Conditioning 
system as part of the ESS seems then mandatory to make the storage system reliable. HV/AC 
power consumption is often estimated around 3% of the load which makes it non negligible.  

A HV/AC model has also been developed inhouse at Akuo, by Gaudray in 2015. It calculates 
the HV/AC power consumption as a function of the outdoor temperature, the number of 
storage containers and the heat produced by the operating batteries. This allows the estimation 
of the extra power that must be produced in order to run the auxiliary systems for the 
management and support of the proper operation of the main system.    
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2.4 – The Genset Model 
The world micro grids capacity is skyrocketing: it grew from 4.4GW in the second quarter of 
2014 to 12 GW today (Navigant Research, 2015) and this trend should be pursued over the 
coming years. Indeed, still according to Navigant Research, the world market for micro grids 
will grow from $4.3 billion in 2013 to $20 billion in 2020 (Martin, 2014). Knowing almost all 
the existing micro grids are powered by diesel or gas generator sets, it is very important to 
have a good understanding of these components and their integration into the micro grid. This 
section explains how the genset modeling was approached, the assumptions that were taken 
and introduces the genset model that was built.    

2.4.1 – The genset operational modes 
As discussed earlier, the design of a micro grid system and its components highly depends on 
the site configuration: there is no standard solution and the final design is always totally site 
specific. If there is no hybrid power plant but only a generator set, it supplies continuously the 
required power. Nevertheless when it comes to hybrid power plant, two main ways to use the 
genset can be defined: as a base load power supply or as peak load power supply.  

Being used for base load power supply, the genset is continuously turned on and running at its 
nominal rating to reach the best power and fuel consumption efficiency. In this case the 
genset is in charge of the grid regulation: it defines the grid voltage and frequency set points 
that are followed by the other equipment. One of the latent objectives of this study is to limit 
the diesel genset penetration rate and fuel consumption by switching off the genset whenever 
possible. Therefore the base-load genset mode will not be further developed in this report.   

Being used for peak load power supply, the genset is turned on when needed. There are two 
main ways to manage the genset in this particular case: 

- It can be turned on every day on a regular basis, in order to supply power by night and 
charge the batteries when their SoC is low, or to follow the daily peak load.  

- It can also be used as a backup: the genset is then turned on in special occasions, as an 
emergency power supply to feed the grid when the other systems are down or 
overloaded.  

Therefore the genset is only running when required and when the other power systems (ESS 
and SPP) cannot follow the load anymore. Since it is not always on, the genset is not in 
charge of defining the set points for the grid frequency and voltage. Such systems require an 
energy storage system to form the grid via its PCS as explained in the previous section. 

A specific genset can be rated for either standby or prime power modes implying different 
operational constraints. According to the Caterpillar standards (Marfell, 2012), a standby 
rated generator can run at an average load factor of 100% and for maximum 500 hours per 
year with no overload possibility. A Prime Power Rated can provide power to a varying load 
for unlimited number of hours per year. Its average load factor must be lower than 70% of the 
prime rating and a 10% overload is achievable every 1 in 12 hours for maximum 25 hours 
cumulated per year. These two operational modes are the most relevant for a genset operating 
in a hybrid power plant for a micro grid application. When installing a genset for standby 
operation in a micro grid, one of these modes must be chosen. For this specific study case it 
appeared that the genset would be running on a regular basis and should therefore be prime 
power rated.  
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Comments 
In the standby case, it may happen that the genset would be turned on on very few occasions, 
some tens of hours per year. One could then think that such a device is almost useless and that 
it would be quite easy to reach a 100% renewable energy mix which would be better in terms 
of environmental impact. Nevertheless, one must understand that these last few percents of 
renewable penetration are the most expensive to reach. Indeed, compared to an equivalent 
system equipped with a generator set and designed to reach a 90% renewable penetration, the 
100% renewable penetration design requires an oversized solar power plant and energy 
storage system. The extra capacities added in terms of PV are useful few hours per year and 
produce most of the time extra useless power that must be curtailed. The extra battery 
capacities are also used few times per year which make them much more expensive than a 
smaller capacity. As a result the oversized system is much more expensive than a genset 
which cost is usually considered as marginal and that consumes very little fuel since it runs 
few hours per year.  

Several types of gensets are used for micro grid power generation. They may be running on 
diesel fuel or natural gas – the most common fuels – or could even be bi-fuel powered: relying 
on diesel pilot ignition of a natural gas charge. With the help of the Caterpillar report (Devine, 
2016), the pros and cons of diesel and natural gas gensets were weighed to define what type 
of genset would best meet the needs of our study case. 

 Table 7: Pros and cons of Diesel and Natural gas generator sets 

 Diesel Generator set Natural Gas Generator set 

Design = = 

Fuel  + - 

High load reliability = = 

Start/strop reliability = = 

Tolerance to ambient conditions = = 

Quick start-up + - 

Installation costs ++ -- 

Simplicity ++ -- 

Spare parts ++ -- 

Transient capability ++ - 

Fuel efficiency - + 

Operating costs - + 

Emissions -- ++ 

Variable loads + ++ 

Both technologies are very close in terms of design and performances. Considering the 
extreme remote location of the village, a diesel genset was eventually chosen. Indeed, easy 
O&M and access to fuel and spare parts were critical parameters when making this choice.  
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It was previously explained that the model built is an energetic model, relying mainly on the 
energy transfer calculation between the hybrid power plant components. It is also the case for 
the genset model which was mainly built considering components efficiencies or referring to 
tables relating components characteristics to different inputs. This approach is very different 
from a more technical method that would have consisted in deep diving into the genset 
components and their physical responses (rotation speed, voltage and current for example) to 
a physical input. Instrumentation and control systems are also a critical component of the 
generator but they are not modeled here for the reasons explained above. 

For the sake of simplicity and because the study case refers to a small micro grid with 
relatively low power demand, only one generator was modeled. For a bigger grid it would 
have been necessary to model several generators running in parallel: it is a typical 
configuration that is especially interesting for mid load requirements. In this case it is more 
efficient to turn off one genset out of two and run only one mid-size genset at nominal power 
rather than running one bigger genset at part load.     

The following model was built to reproduce the realistic behavior of a diesel genset according 
to three main criteria: the fuel consumption and efficiency, the behavior in terms of ramping 
and the aging. 

2.4.2 – Fuel consumption, efficiency and ramping 
A diesel genset is the combination of a diesel engine and an electrical generator. The diesel 
engine is also known as a compression ignition engine. The air is drawn into the cylinders via 
the intake valve where it is compressed to high compression ratio (up to 25:1).  The 
compression causes the air heating up much higher than the diesel fuel auto-ignition 
temperature (around 257°C (Elert, 2005)). Therefore when injected through the fuel injector, 
the diesel fuel auto-ignite: it is the combustion. The resulting expansion pushes back the 
piston and transfers the mechanical power to the rod and the shaft. The spinning shaft is 
connected to the alternator converting the mechanical power into electrical power. 

   
Figure 18: Schematic cylinder/piston internal combustion engine (Mechanical Engineering blogspot, 

2012)  

The efficiency of a diesel generator is commonly defined as the ratio between the output and 
input energies and can be split into diesel engine efficiency and the alternator efficiency: 
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𝜂 =  
𝐸𝑟𝑐𝑟𝑐_𝑠𝑜𝑟

𝐸𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐_𝑖𝑖
=  

𝐸𝑚𝑟𝑐ℎ𝑟
𝐸𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐_𝑖𝑖

∗  
𝐸𝑟𝑐𝑟𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑡
𝐸𝑚𝑟𝑐ℎ𝑟

=  𝜂𝑠𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑟𝑐 𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑟 ∗ 𝜂𝑟𝑐𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑟  

2.4.2.1 – Diesel genset efficiency and fuel consumption 
For a given diesel genset that was overhauled according to the manufacturer recommended 
practices, the overall efficiency depends on environmental factors (Diesel Service and Supply, 
2013) and on the use of the genset: the load mainly.  

Regarding the environmental factors, the altitude, the humidity and temperature have the most 
significant impact. When the genset is used at high altitude (1500m above the sea level) or at 
high temperature (40°C for example) the air density is lower. This can cause start-up/ignition 
problems due to insufficient air supply in the cylinders. Air density being lower, the heat 
dissipation after the combustion is also slower causing the genset to overheat. Very high 
humidity rate in the air have similar effects: water vapor molecules replace oxygen causing 
the same type of ignition problems and affects the genset efficiency. For the study case 
investigated here, environmental conditions were not taken into consideration. The moderate 
altitude (335 m) would have a negligible impact as well as the average temperature which is 
quite high but still below 40°C. The humidity rate in Malaysia may be very high especially 
during the monsoon but assuming the genset would be isolated in a container, it was not 
considered as a power derating factor for this model.   

 
Figure 19: Malaysian topography  

The way to use the genset, especially the load it is running on has a significant impact on its 
efficiency. Diesel generator sets are manufactured to run most efficiently at a specific 
optimum load rate. This optimum power output is usually around 70% to 90% of the 
maximum power output. When running at low load, less fuel is injected in the cylinders: the 
cylinders pressure drops causing low temperature operation. Because of low  pressure, the 
pistons rings doesn’t seal against the cylinder the same way as it does at higher loads. As a 
result, abrasive carbon particles stick to the cylinder walls wearing it down and causing more 
pressure losses (Espen, 2014). Low temperature lead to ignition problems and thus inefficient 
combustion. The same effects are then observed: soot and unburned particles aggregation in 
the cylinders. Due to poor combustion efficiency the lubricating oil and fuel specific 
consumptions increase for low load operations.  
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Therefore, as it was explained in the EMS introduction chapter, the diesel genset should not 
run at loads lower than 30%. It would then avoid premature ageing and inappropriately high 
fuel consumptions related to the so-called wet stacking effect: soot and unburned particles 
aggregated in the cylinders and expelled through the exhaust pipe. 

The specific consumption of a diesel engine ξ, is the ratio of fuel consumed per kWh of power 
produced (in L/kWh). The efficiency of a diesel engine can be defined as the product of its 
specific consumption and the LHV of the diesel fuel in. 

𝜂𝑠𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑟𝑐 𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑟 =
1

ξ ∗ 𝜌𝑠𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑟𝑐 ∗ 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑠𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑟𝑐
 

Where:  

- ρdiesel is the diesel fuel density: ρdiesel = 840kg.m-3 
- LHVdiesel is the Lower Heating Value of the diesel fuel: LHVdiesel = 43.4 MJ.kg-1 = 12.1 

kWh.kg-1 

Engines datasheet were used in order to model the efficiency and fuel consumption of the 
diesel engine as a function of the load. They relate the fuel consumption per hour to a specific 
load. Two diesel engines were considered as references to build the model: Caterpillar 
GEP88-3 and Cummins C90-D5. They are representative of small classical diesel gensets 
used for micro grid applications with 4 strokes engines and 4 cylinders in line. They are both 
prime power rated at 64kW full load. Their specific consumption characteristics indicated in 
their datasheets (Olympian, 2010 & Cummins, 2007) are the following:    
 

 Table 8: Fuel consumption per hour prime power rated genset @ 64kW - 50Hz (Olympian, 2010 and 
Cummins, 2007) 

Model Caterpillar GEP38-3 Cummins C90-D5 

Load ξ' (L/h) ξ' (L/h) 

25% 4.5* 6 

50% 9.5 11 

75% 13.6 16 

100% 18 22 

110% 19.9 23.9* 

*These values were assumed considering the load consumption shift between the 2 models  

 

The diesel engine efficiencies calculated for the Caterpillar GEP88-3 64kW genset, around 
35% at full load, are typical for small diesel gensets. They could be much better, above 40%, 
for bigger engines. As it could be expected from the specific consumption data of the 
Cummins C90-D5 64kW genset, its efficiencies are quite low: lower than 30% at full load. 
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Figure 20: Engines comparison for ξ and η 

The alternator efficiency measures its ability to convert the mechanical power of the rotor 
driven by the engine shaft into electrical power. Four types of losses occur during the 
conversion process: the Copper losses, equivalent to Joule effect in the windings, the 
magnetic losses or core losses, the Eddy current losses and finally mechanical losses related to 
the rotor rotation. These losses are related to the genset load. Charts relating the alternator 
efficiency to the genset load can be found in alternators documentation such as the UCI274C-
100kVA datasheet by Stamford power generation. 

 
Figure 21: Alternator efficiency as a function of the load 

The power rating of this alternator (100 kVA) is superior to the genset models considered 
earlier (80 kVA). This is not an issue and on the contrary would allow faster response time 
from the genset.   
 

2.4.2.2 – Diesel genset operational behavior 
Ramping 

The diesel genset modelled is a constant speed genset running at 1500rpm to provide a 50Hz 
power output. When the genset power set point changes, the electronic injector automatically 
calculates the new air/fuel ratio required to provide the corresponding power output. It injects 
the right amount of fuel and the torque increases correspondingly. This power output variation 
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is a physical continuous phenomenon constrained by the inertia of the spinning components of 
the genset. This continuous variation is characterized by the genset ramp rate: its variation 
capacity, expressed in W/s. The ramp rate is related to the current state of the genset and two 
separate cases are considered: 

- Hot start: for a genset on standby mode or already running: the engine is pre-heated 
and pre-lubricated; 

- Cold start: the genset is turned off and may have not been turned on for a long period 
of time. 

A typical value for a 3MW diesel genset standby hot start – ramp rate is 30 kW/s (1% Pnom/s) 
(Wärtsilä, 2008). In these conditions, a 64kW genset running at its minimum load: 19.2kW 
(30% Pnom) would reach its nominal power in 70s. This 1%Pnom/s setting was implemented in 
the genset model.  

Diesel gensets are commonly used to provide services such as frequency regulation or back 
up power to the grid. They perfectly fulfill this task thanks to their ability to kick in, 
synchronize and meet the load in the shortest time delay. Even if progresses are made in this 
field, the natural gas fueled gensets are a bit slower to start up and to reach their nominal 
power output due to some specific features of fuel supply and engine management. 
Unfortunately, the only values about start up and ramping rate that could be found in the 
literature came from natural gas fueled gensets. A 6.1 MW natural gas engine can cold start 
from 0% load to full load in standard conditions in 880 seconds (Caterpillar, 2010). 
Considering that diesel engines practically start faster than gas engines, it was assumed that a 
diesel engine in similar conditions would reach the load in 500 seconds. The resulting ramp 
rate that was set for cold start is 0.2%Pnom/s. At this rate, a 64kW genset would start up and 
reach its nominal power output in 500s: 8min33s.  

The figure below shows the power profile on a sunny day: the yellow curve is the load, the 
red curve is the solar power, blue curve is the batteries power and the green one is the genset 
power. It kicks in after the pick load and a zoom in the genset cold start appears in Figure 22. 

    

 

 Figure 22: Power profile: the gensets kicks in by the end of the afternoon 
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Minimum time on 

The Full Power Minimum Running Time Strategy described in the EMS paragraph is applied 
to the genset model. Practically it means that when the load factor decreases down to a 
predefined value, the genset power output increases automatically to a predefined value where 
fuel consumption and overall efficiency are optimized. The excess energy produced is then 
stored in the batteries. Once the genset has reached this optimal value, it maintains its power 
output for a minimum predefined time period: called here the minimum time on. This setting 
aims at limiting the occurrence of start/stop cycles. In this model the minimum time was 
defined as 1800s: half an hour.   

 
Figure 24: Genset start/stop cycles on a cloudy day with a reduced battery size (25kWh):Min time 

on=1800s 

Figure 23: Zoom in the genset kick in: genset ramp rate limited by the ramp rate max 
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Figure 25: Genset start/stop cycles on a cloudy day with a reduced battery size (25 kWh):  

Min time on=7200s 

In Figure 24, the minimum running time of the genset is 1800 seconds. Due to the reduced 
battery size, it is fully charged within this timeslot. According to the FPMRT, on a very 
cloudy day the genset is turned on 7 times! In Figure 25, with a 7200 seconds minimum 
running time, the genset is turned on 4 times only. Such an unfortunate genset management is 
mainly due to the very limited battery size. 

2.4.2.3 – Diesel genset model 
When the simulation is running, the state of all the variables is calculated for each time step. It 
is also the case for the genset variables that receive as an input the power required from the 
genset by the EMS. Considering the ramp rate, the maximum capacity and the “minimum 
time on”, the genset load is calculated as the ratio of the required power and the rated genset 
power. From the load, the genset efficiencies are calculated as well as the fuel consumption 
defining the output power of the genset and the amount of fuel consumed over the time step. 

2.4.3 – Diesel genset aging 
2.4.3.1 – Factors impacting the genset aging 
It is widely recognized that the lifetime of mid-size gensets (≈100kW) is estimated at around 
40 000 hours. Genset manufacturers issue recommendations regarding the way to use their 
gensets in order to meet this 40 000 hours operation lifespan. Nevertheless, various factors are 
expected to impact the lifetime of a genset, such as: 

- The maintenance policy 
- The rating mode chosen 
- The respect of the rating specifications in terms of load factor and running time 
- The start/stop cycling  
- Environnemental conditions 
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The maintenance policy applied to a genset totally depends on the spare parts availability and 
the maintenance technician work. Consequently it was assumed that maintenance would 
perfectly follow the genset manufacturer recommendations and would have no negative 
impact on the genset lifespan. The various overhauls are performed on time and critical parts 
like oil filters are replaced on time. 

The choice of a rating mode is critically related to the use made of the genset. This choice 
must be done accordingly to the expected use of the genset over its life time. Manufacturers’ 
recommended best practices do change depending on the rating mode chosen for the genset. 
Using a genset in a different way than the one it was rated for would then affect its lifespan. 
For instance, using a standby rated genset – supposed to operate a limited number of hours per 
year – for base load applications would cause inefficient operation, premature wear and early 
aging. The two most relevant rating modes for micro-grid application are the standby and 
prime power rating which at recommended operating range for the Caterpillar GEP38-3 are 
the following: 

Table 9: Operational constraints for the diesel genset Caterpillar GEP38-3 

Power rating Prime Power rating Standby rating 

Pnom @ 50Hz 64 kW 70.4 kW 

Fuel cons. @ Pnom 18 L/hr 21.2 L/hr 

Variable load Yes Yes 

Max running time Unlimited 500 hrs/year 

Overload capacity 70.4 kW @1 hr/12 hrs 

Max 25 hrs/year 

N/A 

Average Yearly Power  70% Pnom = 44.8 kW Pnom = 70.4 kW 

The respect or disrespect of these recommendations is modeled as the main factor for the 
diesel genset “state of health” (SoHg) evolution.     

For many electro-chemical (batteries) or electro-mechanical (turbine-generator) devices, 
start/stop cycles have a major impact on the aging and performance derating. In order to 
measure the consequences of a diesel genset start-up on its state of health a study was carried 
out (Bleijs, 1993). It revealed that the wear effect of a genset start-up is comparable to the 
wear caused by 1 to 4 minutes running at full load. In order to measure this actual impact, 
let’s consider a genset with an expected lifespan of 40000 hours and that would be turned on 
and off three times a day. After one year the cumulated “start-up wear” would be equivalent 
to the wear cumulated after running 73 hours at full load. In other words, one year of intensive 
start-up wears out a genset as much as 73 hours of continuous genset use. One could then 
estimate that after one year the genset lifetime would have decreased by 73/40000=0.18% 
because of the three daily start-ups. It may look counterintuitive but it was concluded that 
turning on and off diesel gensets does not affect significantly their life time. This criteria was 
therefore not considered during the genset aging modeling. 

It is assumed that the genset is operating in a dry ventilated environment according to the 
manufacturers’ recommendations. Even though monthly average maximum temperature in 
Malaysia are constantly higher than 30°C, it is not expected to cause specific damages to the 
generator set. Environmental factors were not modeled as potential threats to the genset state 
of health. 
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2.4.3.2 – The genset aging model 
The principle used to model the genset aging is based on the definition of a genset state of 
health (SoHg), by analogy with the battery aging model. The SoHg is initially equal to 1 and 
is calculated so that it would decrease and be equal to 0 after 40000 hours of genset use 
following the manufacturers’ recommended best practices. If the genset runs accordingly to 
the power range stated for its specific rating (prime power or standby) its SoHg would 
decrease over a simulation timestep (s) by the regular wear factor defined by: 

𝑊𝐷𝑓𝐷 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝐷𝑓𝐷 =  1
40000∗3600

∗ 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑝       

 

It is assumed that the genset aging accelerates every time it is used out of the recommended 
power range. For each time step the genset operating points are compared to the 
recommended range. If they fit in this range, the genset SoHg is only affected by the regular 
wear factor. If not, extra wear is cumulated to the regular wear factor accelerating the drop in 
SoHg. The Table 10 summarizes the constraints the genset operations should respect to avoid 
extra wear and the way they are checked: 

Table 10: SoHg penalties summary 

Rating Constraints SoHg penalty Calculation 

Standby Yearly max running time < 500hrs Wear factor Time on over the last 8760 hrs 

Standby No extra load Wear factor Pgen vs Pnom 

Prime Average yearly power = 70%Pnom Wear factor Pgen* vs 70% Pnom 

Prime Overload limited to 1hr/12hr Wear factor Overload time over the last 12hrs 

Prime Overload limited 25h/year Wear factor Overload time over the last 8760 hrs 

*Pgen is the average power output of the genset over the last 8760 hours. 
 

Comments 

No studies could be found in the public literature evaluating the relative weight of each one of 
these aging factors. It has then been assumed that they would all be equivalent. It is important 
to understand that SoHg penalties are applied at any timestep. Therefore one could imagine a 
genset running within the recommended power range over a specific period of time but 
receiving extra wear penalties at every time step becausePgen would be higher than 70%Pnom. 
Penalties would then stop whenPgen would have dropped below 70%Pnom. 

It is frequently written in the literature that operating a genset with a load factor lower than 
30% would cause early aging. Even though no such recommendation appears in the 
manufacturers’ good practices the issue was worked around. Indeed the strategies applied 
avoid any running time below 30% load for the genset. 

Finally, it was considered that the genset aging would have no significant impact on its 
performance parameters. The generator set efficiency is therefore assumed to depend only on 
the load factor.     
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2.5 – AKOMIS deployment 
As explained earlier AKOMIS was developed using the Matlab software combined with 
Simulink performing the simulations run. Using AKOMIS and running simulations required 
the user to be at least a bit familiar with Matlab programming. Even though it may not look 
related to this case study, part of the Master thesis work was to deploy this software by 
making it usable by other teams within the company.  

First step consisted on building a friendlier user interface for simulations to be easily run by 
users with no programming skills. Such an interface included the possibility for the user to 
model different hybrid power plants with several configurations simultaneously in order to 
compare relevant key indicators such as the fuel consumption or the LCOE.  

At this point it was still required to have a Matlab license to run the program. The second step 
was then about compiling the Matlab and Simulink files into an application – an exe file – that 
could be used by anybody, without any license requirement. This could be done thanks to 
Matlab toolboxes: Matlab Coder, Simulink Coder, Embedded Coder and Matlab Compiler 
that were acquired and used to compile the application. 

Finally, the application has been published and made available for all the relevant teams. Last 
part of the job was about training and supporting the new users with their AKOMIS 
simulations. 
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3 – SIMULATIONS  
The hybrid power plant model has now been built. The simulations can be run to define the 
best design for the study case. Several scenarios corresponding to different hybrid power plant 
configurations and/or operational strategies are defined and laid out in the following sections. 
They were defined to highlight drawbacks and benefits of various configurations and to 
choose the best one. The simulations will outline the most suitable settings for each scenario 
before they are further compared.  

3.1 – Scenarios introduction 

3.1.1 – Scenario 1: Standalone generator set 
This scenario is not about a hybrid power plant but about a classical standalone diesel 
generator powering a micro-grid. This is actually the most frequent configuration that one 
could meet when visiting a site connected to a micro grid. Being standalone, the genset 
supplies all the power required by the micro grid and may even need to dump some power 
production to avoid running at very low load (< 30%). 

3.1.2 – Scenario 2: PV+genset 
In this scenario, the hybrid power system is made of a genset and a solar power plant without 
storage system. The solar power plant supply power during the day but the genset must still be 
idling as a spinning reserve: it would kick in very fast to meet the load in case of PV power 
drop. The genset remains the grid former, regulating voltage and frequency. 

3.1.3 – Scenario 3: PV+storage+genset – Optimal genset use 
The hybrid power plant combines a solar PV array, an energy storage system and a diesel 
genset. Because a storage system with grid forming inverters is installed, it is possible to turn 
off the genset when the renewable production is sufficient. The optimized dispatch strategy 
for this system is the one described in the EMS paragraph. It is based on the assumption that 
the genset can be remotely driven by the EMS and PCS inverters. 

3.1.4 – Scenario 4: PV+storage+genset – Manual genset use 
The overall power plant setting is the same as for scenario 3. The difference here is that the 
genset use is not optimized. It is assumed that remote control of the genset is not possible to 
implement or is too costly or difficult to maintain in view of the isolated remote location, 
which is the case in many remote micro grid installations. Therefore, the genset should be 
turned on/off manually by an operator at predefined hours, which involves some extra 
constraints. A genset manager would be named in the village and would be in charge of 
running the genset.  

In order to limit human error risks, very simple genset management instructions will be given. 
Every day, the genset manager turns on the genset by the end of the afternoon and leaves it 
running at a predefined constant power output over a defined period of time in order to cover 
the peak load and to charge the batteries so they sustain the load over the night until the 
sunrise. The genset is turned off manually at late evening, and the same process is repeated on 
the next day. The automatic control of the hybrid system is adapted to optimally use the PV 
output and the batteries in conjunction with the predefined operational hours of the genset.  
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3.2 – Pre-sizing 
Simulations are run in order to find the best design for the hybrid power plant. Before starting 
the iterative testing process, a pre-sizing must be done to decide where to start from in terms 
of genset power, Solar Power Plant power and Energy Storage System capacity.  

3.2.1 – Genset pre-sizing 
Pre-sizing the genset is easy. Indeed, the main criteria is to make sure it can sustain the load at 
any time over the project life. Thanks to that – and according to smart start/stop management 
and ability for fast kick-in – no blackout should occur over the 10 years duration of the 
project. Knowing the maximum power demand on year 10 is 56.4kW, a 64kW prime power 
rated genset was chosen for scenarios 1 to 3. It is the Caterpillar GEP38-3.  

3.2.2 – Solar Power Plant pre-sizing 
Here again the SPP pre-sizing is based on the demand curve analysis. Demand is growing 
over time and it is not planned to expand the SPP before the end the project. It is then very 
likely that the SPP would be over sized during the first years of the project in order to meet 
the load on year 10. As a rule of thumb it was decided for the Scenarios 2 and 3 to pre-size the 
SPP to 1.5 times the maximum power demand on year 10. The initial peak power sizing for 
the SPP is therefore 85 kWp. Considering the energy management for the scenario 4 would 
not be as efficient, the SPP should be oversized. The SPP was therefore pre-sized as further 
1.5 times bigger for scenario 4; that is 130 kWp. 

3.2.3 – Energy Storage System pre-sizing 
When aging, the battery capacity decreases whereas batteries are more and more solicited due 
to power demand growth over time. A compromise was made considering year 5 as a 
reference for the ESS pre-sizing. Here again a rule a thumb was used for scenarios 3 and 4: 

- Scenario 3: The genset is turned on when the battery state of charge reaches 10%. In 
order to decrease the genset penetration the battery is pre-sized in order to sustain the 
load all night long, from 6pm to 6am, if it is 100% charged when the sun goes down. 
The battery pre-sizing is therefore: 240kWh.  

 
Figure 26: Energy drawn from the ESS according to the Scenario 3 pre-sizing 
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- Scenario 4: The genset is manually turned on by an operator by the end of the 
afternoon and should charge the batteries so they sustain the load until the next day. 
Batteries on year 10 should therefore be able to sustain the load over a whole day from 
midnight to 4pm the next day even if it is a cloudy day. It was therefore decided to 
pre-size the batteries for this scenario so their capacity is equal to the energy load from 
midnight to 9am + 2/3 of the energy load between 10 am and 4pm, when the genset 
would be started. The resulting battery pre-sizing for scenario 4 is 400kWh.   

Table 11: Pre-sizing summary 

Scenario Genset capacity PV capacity Battery capacity 

Scenario 1 64 kW N/A N/A 

Scenario 2 64 kW 85 kW N/A 

Scenario 3 64 kW 85 kW 240 kWh 

Scenario 4 64 kW 130 kW 400 kWh 

3.3 – Methodology  
Deciding what configuration and settings are the best for each scenario requires the definition 
of relevant criteria in order to compare apples with apples. These criteria are chosen to 
corelate with the case study initial requirements: the cost of energy and the supply reliability. 
Once they are defined, the iterative process starts. For each scenario and using the pre-sizing 
as a starting point, many configurations are tested. The results are compared according to the 
criteria chosen and the optimal solution is determined.   

3.3.1 – Levelized Cost Of Electricity 
The levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) in $/kWh is the selling price of electricity where the 
project breaks even by the end of its life time. It is calculated according to the simplified 
classical formula: 

𝐿𝐶𝐿𝐸 =
𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐼𝐷 + 𝑅𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐼𝑅_𝐶𝑓𝐷𝐷

𝐸𝐼𝐷𝐷𝑅𝐷_𝐷𝑓𝐼𝐼
 

With:  

𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐼𝐷 = 𝐶𝐶𝑃𝐸𝐶 

𝑅𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐼𝑅 𝐶𝑓𝐷𝐷 = � 𝐿𝑃𝐸𝐶𝑐𝑟

𝐿𝑖𝑓𝑟 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑟

𝑐𝑟=1

∗
1

(1 + 𝛾)𝑐𝑟
 

𝐸𝐼𝐷𝐷𝑅𝐷_𝐷𝑓𝐼𝐼 = � 𝐸𝐼𝐷𝐷𝑅𝐷_𝐷𝑓𝐼𝐼𝑐𝑟

𝐿𝑖𝑓𝑟 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑟

𝑐𝑟=1

∗
1

(1 + 𝛾)𝑐𝑟
 

Where: 

- CAPEX is the capital expenditure in $; 

- OPEX is the operational expenditure in $, here maintenance costs are neglected and OPEX 
are basically the fuel costs; 
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- γ is the actualization rate: chosen here equal to 5% to fit with the Malaysian economic 
growth (Malaysian Institute of Economy research, 2016);  

- Life Time is the project duration: chosen here to be 10 years. 

The diesel price in Malaysia is currently 0.33$/L, which is extremely low compared to the 
world average 1.07$/L. Nevertheless, a distinction must be done between the diesel price in 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia and the diesel price in the remote Sabah region of Malaysia. 
Considering around half a liter of diesel must be burnt to transport one liter of diesel from the 
closest port to the remote inland village of this study case, it can be calculated that the actual 
local price for diesel would be 50% more expensive: 0.49$/L; possibly even more if including 
any additional expenses for fuel storage, safety and theft protection, etc. This price is 
undoubtedly going to grow again when the international crude oil price increases. An average 
of 3%/year increase is therefore planned for the diesel price. 

The economic parameters used for the LCOE calculation are summarized in Table 12: 

 
Table 12: Economic parameters summary for LCOE calculation 

Economic Parameters CAPEX 

Actualization rate 5% SPP cost  1300 $/kWp 

Project life time  10 years ESS cost  400 $/kWh 

Fuel cost on year 1 0.49$/L PCS cost  250 $/kW 

Fuel cost increase per year 3% Genset cost  200 $/kW 

 

Considering the average income is 910RM/month (equivalent to 220$/month, as of 2015), the 
monthly cost of electricity on year 1 should not be higher than 10% of the monthly income. 
The residential average monthly energy consumption being 78 kWh/month/household on year 
1 and considering there is on average 1 income source per household, the LCOE constraint is 
expressed as: 

𝐿𝐶𝐿𝐸 ≤
0.1 ∗ 220

78
= 0.28 $/𝑝𝑊ℎ 

Comments 
The costs assumed in Table 12 here above are very sensitive parameters and their variation 
would surely have a huge impact on the project feasibility.  

Considering the CAPEX, the SPP cost includes the PV costs and the cost for the power 
conversion system of the SPP. Such costs may be a bit underestimated here but with the 
downward trend for the PV price, the SPP cost should actually reach this value very soon if 
not yet. The PCS costs indicated here are costs of the ESS power conversion system. The so 
called ESS cost is mainly the cost of batteries.  

The price of batteries, especially Li-ion technology, has dropped steeply over the last years 
and this trend is expected to continue. Indeed, the battery costs are falling mainly because of 
the mass production in the electric car industry. On the other hand, diesel gensets are a very 
mature technology and price fluctuations are very unlikely to occur. On a mid-term basis, it is 
very likely that the CAPEX costs for hybrid power plant should decrease.  
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The diesel fuel price is also a very sensitive parameter and it is tricky to properly estimate its 
future volatility, especially in a remote location where supply costs can fluctuate a lot. If the 
fuel price decreases, the diesel standalone solution would be more competitive. On the other 
hand, a significant rise in fuel prices would immediately allow for the hybrid solution to offer 
the best configuration choices, with the highest fuel savings alterative quickly becoming the 
most profitable one.    

In terms of investments, it should therefore be more and more profitable to build hybrid 
solutions compared to genset standalone solutions and the difference should grow as a direct 
function of the rising fuel costs in the future.  

3.3.2 – Energy supply reliability 
The reliability is measured according to two main criteria: 

- The amount of blackouts: there should be no more than 50 blackouts per year on 
average over the project life time;  

- The diesel penetration is the ratio of energy produced by the genset compared to the 
total energy supplied to the grid. It should not be higher than 55% in order to minimize 
the dependence on fossil fuel supply.   
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4 – RESULTS  

4.1 – Scenario 1: Genset standalone 
The first scenario simulation is quite straightforward since the genset size is pre-established. 
The main outputs of this simulation are:  
 

Table 13 : Scenario 1: simulation outputs after 10 years 

Energy to grid 
(kWh)  

Dumped 
Energy (kWh) 

Energy genset 
(kWh) 

Fuel cons. 
(L) 

Hours on Diesel 
penetration 

2 395 862  151 651 2 547 512  822 238 87 600 100% 

 

 

 
 

The genset is constantly running and quickly accumulates operation hours. Because it cannot 
run at a lower load that 30% of Pnom, the genset is producing extra energy by night: to be sunk 
to the so called Dump Load. As it can be seen in Figure 29, the necessary dump load 
decreases through the lifetime of the project since the night power demand increases.  

 

Figure 27: Scenario 1: power profiles on year 1 
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Figure 28: Scenario 1: power profiles on year 10  

 
 

 
 

Figure 29: Scenario 1: Energy supplied vs fuel consumption over the project life time 
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Figure 30: Scenario 1: SoHg evolution over the project life time 

The SoHg decreases linearly because the genset is always used within the recommended 
power range. It is therefore only subject to regular wear and the first replacement should be 
performed after 4 years and 6 months and the second after 9 years and 1 month.  

The LCOE was calculated for this scenario according to the formula and the economic 
parameters introduced earlier. For this scenario the LCOE would be 0.22$/kWh, which is way 
lower than the 10% income constraint defined as the upper limit for affordable electricity.  

The economic analysis performed for this configuration is summarized in Figure 31: 

  

 
 

Figure 31: Scenario 1: Economic Cost & Benefits analysis for LCOE=0.22$/kWh 
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4.2 – Scenario 2: PV+genset 
For this scenario, several simulations are needed in order to compare various PV sizes around 
the pre-sizing value. After 10 years the outputs for each PV size tested are the following: 

 
Table 14: Scenario 2: Simulation outputs after 10 years and configuration comparison 

PV 
cap. 
(kW) 

Energy 
to grid 
(kWh) 

Energy 
PV 
(kWh) 

PV 
energy 
curtailed 

Energy 
genset 
(kWh) 

Fuel 
cons. (L) 

Fuel 
saving 
(%) 

Diesel 
penet. 

LCOE 
($/kWh) 

60 2 395 862 862 406 49% 2 109 792 694 523 16% 89%              
0.23    

70 2 395 861 1 006 140 55% 2 096 192 690 582 16% 89%              
0.24    

80 2 395 862 1 149 874 60% 2 086 048 687 639 16% 89%              
0.24    

85 2 395 862 1 221 741 62% 2 081 830 686 414 17% 88%              
0.25    

90 2 395 862 1 293 609 64% 2 078 041 685 313 17% 88%              
0.25    

100 2 395 862 1 437 343 67% 2 071 464 683 402 17% 88%              
0.26    

110 2 395 862 1 581 077 69% 2 065 885 681 780 17% 87%              
0.27    

 

The sensitivity analysis performed on the PV capacity shows that increasing the PV size does 
not directly improve the renewable penetration. Indeed, when the size of the SPP increases 
from 60 kWp to 110 kWp, the diesel penetration only decreases by 2%, the fuel saving 
increases only by 1% while the share of curtailed energy increases by 20%.  

The SPP contribution to power generation is therefore very limited; the main reason for this 
being the lack of any energy storage in this scenario. A huge share of the solar energy 
produced is curtailed (49% to 69%) – especially at the beginning of the project, when the 
electricity consumption is still low – because the genset is running continuously. It doesn’t 
look so relevant to build a SPP standalone in this case since it allows very limited fuel savings 
and major energy curtail.   
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Figure 32: Scenario 2: Power profile on a sunny day year 1 (@ PV=85kWp) 

 

 

 
 

Figure 33: Scenario 2: Power profile on a sunny day year 10 (@ PV=85kWp) 
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The lowest LCOE for this scenario is reached for the smallest PV size. It proves that the fuel 
saved by the SPP operation do not cover the SPP initial investment. An economic costs and 
benefits analysis is performed over the project lifetime for this scenario.  

Figure 34 shows the output results for the configuration leading to the lowest LCOE, 
0.23$/kWh @ PV=60kWp. 

 

 
Figure 34: Scenario 2: Economic Costs & Benefits analysis for LCOE=0.23$/kWh 
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4.3 – Scenario 3: PV+genset+storage – Optimal genset use 

4.3.1 – Primary analysis 
For this scenario, several simulations were run considering various PV sizes and storage 
capacities. A sensitivity analysis was performed to highlight the differences between these 
configurations in terms of curtailed energy, fuel consumption, diesel penetration and cost of 
electricity. 

The share of curtailed energy among the overall energy produced, the fuel saving compared to 
the scenario 1 (genset standalone configuration) and the genset penetration are mainly driven 
by the PV size. From the data in Table 15 it appears that the share of spilled energy remains 
stable for a given PV size over the battery capacity range tested. On the contrary, for a given 
battery size, the share of curtailed energy increases from 0% to 15% when the SPP size 
increases from 60 to 110 kWp. 

 
Table 15 : Scenario 3: Sensitivity analysis on the share of curtailed energy after 10 years 

Curtailed energy (%) 
PV(kW) 

60 70 85 100 110 

Battery (kWh) 

200 0% 1% 3% 10% 15% 

220 0% 1% 3% 11% 15% 

240 0% 1% 4% 11% 16% 

260 0% 1% 4% 13% 17% 

280 0% 1% 4% 12% 17% 

 

The same observation can be done for the fuel consumption results from Tables 16 and 17. 
Renewable energy penetration and therefore fuel savings increase when the SPP size 
increases. The steep drop in genset penetration from 75% for a 60kWp SPP to 56% for an 
110kWp SPP tends to show the SPP should be even bigger in spite of the related increasing 
share of curtailed energy (+15%).  

 
   Table 16 : Scenario 3: Sensitivity analysis on the fuel savings compared to Scenario 1 after 10 years 

Fuel saving (%) 
PV(kW) 

60 70 85 100 110 

Battery (kWh) 

200 30% 35% 38% 45% 48% 

220 30% 35% 38% 45% 47% 

240 30% 35% 38% 45% 47% 

260 30% 35% 38% 44% 46% 

280 30% 35% 38% 44% 46% 
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Table 17 : Scenario 3: Sensitivity analysis on the genset penetration after 10 years 

Genset penetration (%) 
PV(kW) 

60 70 85 100 110 

Battery (kWh) 

 

200 75% 69% 67% 58% 56% 

220 75% 70% 67% 59% 56% 

240 75% 70% 68% 59% 57% 

260 75% 70% 68% 60% 58% 

280 75% 70% 68% 59% 57% 

 

The same type of sensitivity analysis was conducted for the LCOE criteria: it was calculated 
for each configuration and the results are summarized in the Table 18: 

 
Table 18: Scenario 3: Sensitivity analysis on the LCOE after 10 years   

LCOE ($/kWh)  

  

PV(kW)  

60 70 85 100 110 

Battery (kWh) 

200 0.24 0.23 0.24 0.23 0.24 

220 0.24 0.24 0.25 0.24 0.24 

240 0.24 0.24 0.25 0.24 0.25 

260 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 

280 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.26 

 

The LCOE remains within a narrow range, between 0.23 and 0.26$/kWh. For a given battery 
size, it increases when the SPP size increase, until 85kWp, but drops between 85kWp and 
100kWp. Such an unexpected drop is due to the genset aging. The bigger the SPP is, the 
shorter is the genset running time and the slower is the genset aging. As it can be seen on both 
the Figures 35 and 36, for a reduced SPP size (≤ 85kWp), the genset has to be replaced on 
year 8 or 9 while it runs over the 10 years of the project life time for bigger SPP sizes 
(≥100kWp). In general, the LCOE is lower for the smaller configurations where the initial 
investment is reduced.  

 
Comments 
Unexpectedly, for the biggest PV capacities tested, the genset penetration, fuel consumption 
and share of curtailed energy are higher for the biggest battery capacities. This is nonsense 
knowing the increased battery sizes are meant to reduce fuel consumption, genset penetration 
and energy curtailment. This remark highlights the suboptimal use of the coupled 
genset/battery bank and is a contradiction effect of the genset management mode chosen. 
Indeed, when the genset runs to charge a smaller battery, the SoC upper limit is reached faster 
and the genset stops earlier, consuming less fuel. Then when smaller batteries start supplying 
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power earlier they get empty faster and can absorb more energy from the sun, lowering the 
share of spilled curtailed energy.   

This behavior is mainly noticed on cloudy days and over the last years of the project when the 
load is bigger and the batteries capacity has faded due to ESS aging. Such operations are 
illustrated in Figures 37 and 38, where the power profiles are compared on the same day for 
two different battery capacities.  

 
Figure 35: SoHg evolution over time @ PV=60kWp 

 

 

 Figure 36: SoHg evolution over time @PV=110kWp  
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Figure 37: Scenario 3: Power profile on a cloudy day on Year 10 

@PV=110kW & battery capacity=200kWh 

 

Figure 38: Scenario 3: Power profile on a cloudy day on Year 10 

@PV=110kW & battery capacity=280kWh 
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Figure 39 : Scenario 3: Power profile on two sunny days on Year 10 

@PV=110kW & batteries capacity=200kWh  

 

Figure 40 : Scenario 3: Power profile on two sunny days on Year 10 

@PV=110kW & battery capacity=280kWh 
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In spite of the two brief genset startups (30min – the minimum time on) observed for the 
smaller battery configuration in Figures 37 & 38, the overall energy delivered by the genset is 
higher for the larger batteries configuration. This suboptimal behavior shows the current EMS 
settings do not make the best of the larger battery configuration. 

The same observation is made for the share of curtailed energy: bigger batteries are being 
charged to higher SoC in the morning allowing little capacity for solar energy during the day 
and causing massive energy curtailment. This phenomenon is illustrated in particular in 
Figures 39 and 40 above. 

The parameter that triggers the genset start/stop is the “SoCup”: when the genset is running to 
charge the batteries, it stops when the batteries SoC reaches this SoCup value. The suboptimal 
behavior of the large batteries systems shows the genset tends to stop too late when charging 
the batteries: SoCup seems to be too high.    

Three main conclusions should be drawn from this initial analysis: 

- Considering the economic parameters and assumptions made, the LCOE is quite low 
for all the configurations tested and should not be a major constraint for the sizing. 

- The most difficult constraint to comply with is the genset penetration rate. It appears 
that bigger sizing allow better renewable penetration and the next analysis will be 
done for the biggest SPP size tested (110kWp).  

- EMS optimization must be done and SoCup must be changed to make the best of the 
large battery capacities.    

4.3.2 – System optimization for the 110kWp SPP 
The SoCup is identified as the cause of system’s inefficiency for big battery capacities. 
Simulations are therefore run to calibrate SoCup value according to the battery capacity for the 
110kWp SPP. For a given configuration, the system behavior changes when SoCup varies. 
These differences are highlighted in the figures below.  

In Figures 41 and 42, for SoCup=0.6, the genset stops charging the battery earlier (3.30 am) 
than on Figure 43 and 44 (5.00 am). Genset running time is reduced and less energy is stored 
before the sun rises. More capacity is therefore available for the solar energy and much less 
energy is curtailed compared to the Figure 43. The system efficiency is globally improved. 
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Figure 41: Power profile for a sunny day D @ PV=110kWp, Batt=240kWh & SoCup=0.6 

 

 

 
Figure 42: SoC evolution a sunny day D @ PV=110kWp, Batt=240kWh & SoCup=0.6 

SoCup 
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Figure 43: Power profile for a sunny day D @ PV=110kWp, Batt=240kWh & SoCup=0.8 

 

 
Figure 44: SoC evolution a sunny day D @ PV=110kWp, Batt=240kWh & SoCup=0.8 

 

 

The tables below (Table 19 through Table 22) summarize the results of this new sensitivity 
analysis for the same criteria as before:  
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Table 19: Scenario 3: Sensitivity analysis on the curtailed energy for various SoCup after 10 years 

Curtailed energy 
(%) 

SoCup 

0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8 0.85 

Battery 
(kWh) 

200 8% 8% 9% 10% 11% 13% 15% 17% 

220 6% 7% 8% 10% 12% 13% 15% 17% 

240 6% 7% 8% 10% 12% 14% 16% 19% 

260 5% 7% 8% 10% 12% 14% 17% 20% 

280 5% 7% 8% 10% 12% 15% 17% 19% 

 

Table 20: Scenario 3: Sensitivity analysis on the fuel saving for various SoCup after 10 years 

Fuel saving (%) 
SoCup 

0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8 0.85 

Battery 
(kWh) 

200 51% 51% 51% 50% 49% 48% 48% 46% 

220 52% 52% 51% 50% 49% 48% 47% 46% 

240 53% 52% 51% 50% 49% 48% 47% 45% 

260 53% 52% 51% 50% 49% 48% 46% 44% 

280 53% 52% 51% 50% 49% 48% 46% 45% 

 
Table 21: Scenario 3: Sensitivity analysis on the genset penetration for various SoCup after 10 years 

Genset penetration 
(%) 

SoCup 

0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8 0.85 

Battery 
(kWh) 

200 51% 51% 52% 53% 54% 55% 56% 57% 

220 50% 51% 52% 53% 54% 55% 56% 58% 

240 50% 50% 52% 53% 54% 56% 57% 59% 

260 49% 51% 52% 53% 54% 56% 58% 60% 

280 49% 50% 52% 53% 54% 56% 57% 59% 

 

The given results confirm that the initial system was not optimized. Indeed, for a given 
configuration, [PV=110kWp; Battery capacity=240kWh], the share of curtailed energy is 10% 
lower and the fuel savings and renewable penetration increases by 7% when reducing the 
SoCup from 0.8 to 0.5. With a lower SoCup, the system gets a better flexibility and thanks to 
the genset’s ability to kick in quickly, there is no value loss in stopping the batteries earlier: 
they can absorb more solar energy if needed, and if they are not charged enough, the genset 
would kick in instantly to charge them.  
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A lower SoCup improves the system management but affects the genset, which start/stop 
occurrences are much more frequent as it appears in Table 22:    
 

 Table 22: Scenario 3: Sensitivity analysis on the average yearly genset start/stop cycles for various 
SoCup over 10 years 

Average genset 
start/stop cycles/year 

SoCup 

0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8 0.85 

Battery 
(kWh) 

200 789 679 578 528 495 471 449 430 

220 689 576 523 488 463 439 439 403 

240 593 521 486 458 433 412 396 375 

260 529 488 454 454 408 390 372 365 

280 493 458 431 431 389 370 365 365 

 

As explained earlier it was considered that start/stop cycling would have no significant impact 
on the genset aging. Nevertheless, for a given configuration 80% more start/stop occurrences 
per year can be observed on average when lowering SoCup from 0.85 to 0.5. A conservative 
constraint was therefore added: the average number of start/stop cycles per year should not 
exceed 500, in order to minimize any genset failure risk.  

No O&M costs were considered for the genset. If they were, it would be even more relevant 
to minimize start/stop cycling to reduce them.   

The battery system is also affected by the choice of a lower SoCup. Yearly variations of the 
batteries State of Health (SoHb) are plotted in Figure 45 for the configuration [PV=110kWp; 
Battery capacity=240kWh]. The lower is the SoCup, the slower the batteries age.  

Even though batteries are cycling more often – which should accelerate the aging, the reduced 
depth of charge and discharge (around 40% on average for SoCup=0.5 compared to 70% for 
SoCup=0.8) allows little aging over a cycle and compensate the extra cycling.  

Figure 45 also shows that whatever the configuration and settings, by the end of the project 
life, the SoHb is higher than 75%. The batteries could still be used for several extra years, 
since batteries end of life is often said to occur for SoHb lower than 60% or 50%.    

 

Finally, the sensitivity analysis performed on the LCOE confirms the conclusions drawn from 
the analysis of the other criteria. The results from Table 23 (shown below) prove that the 
LCOE decreases when the system performance is optimized: less solar energy is spilled, less 
fuel is consumed pulling down the cost of electricity.  
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Figure 45: Scenario 3: Batteries SoH evolution for various SoCup settings 

 

 

Table 23: Scenario 3: Sensitivity analysis on the LCOE for various SoCup over 10 years 

LCOE ($/kWh) 
SoCup 

0.50 0.55 0.60 0.65 0.70 0.75 0.80 0.85 

Battery 
(kWh) 

200 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.24 0.24 0.24 

220 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.24 

240 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.25 0.25 

260 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.26 

280 0.24 0.24 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.26 0.26 

 

The optimized LCOE is 0.24$/kWh. It is only 0.01$/kWh more expensive than the LCOE 
calculated for scenario 2 and 0.02$/kWh more expensive than the LCOE for scenario 1. The 
optimized scenario 3 is therefore as competitive as the others in terms of costs.  

Figure 46 shows the outputs of the economic costs & benefits analysis performed for this 
optimized scenario @ PV=110kWp, Batt=240kWh, SoCup=0.6. 
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Figure 46: Scenario 3: Economic Costs & Benefits analysis for LCOE=0.24$/kWh 

 

4.3.3 – Optimal design 
For this scenario, the optimal sizing according to the predefined criteria is: PV 
capacity=110kWp, Battery capacity=240kWh and SoCup=0.6. The value of the sizing 
indicators associated to this configuration are displayed in Table 24: 

 
Table 24: Sizing indicators summary for optimal design @ Scenario 3 

Sizing indicators Optimal design Constraints 

Share of curtailed energy 8% N/A 

Fuel saving compared to scenario 1 51% N/A 

Genset penetration 52% ≤ 55% 

Genset average start/stop cycles/year 486 ≤ 500 

Blackouts/year 0 ≤ 50 

LCOE ($/kWh) 0.24 ≤ 0.25 
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4.4 – Scenario 4: PV+genset+storage – Manual genset use 
The last scenario refers to a case where the genset is manually operated by a genset manager 
and cannot be controlled remotely by the EMS. 

4.4.1 – Manual genset management 
It is assumed that the genset would be managed by the operator according to the following 
principles: 

- The genset is started manually every day before the peak load occurs, at 4pm, the 
objective here is to supply constant power for the peak and charge the batteries for the 
night. 

- The genset is stopped at 8pm, at the earliest. If it appears that the batteries are not fully 
charged at this point, the genset keeps running until they are. 

- The genset is stopped at 11.45pm at the latest. 
- When the night load remains quite low, from years 1 to 4, the power delivered by the 

genset is equal to the peak load.  
- When the night load gets higher, from year 5, the genset supplies its rated capacity: 

64kW.   

4.4.2 – Sensitivity analysis 
Considering the genset would never be turned on during the day time, the overall system was 
oversized in order to avoid extensive amount of blackouts. A sensitivity analysis was 
performed on the same criteria as the ones investigated in scenario 3.  

The simple working principle of this scenario has major benefits. First, batteries are left full at 
the beginning of the night, after the peak load. They can therefore supply power all night long, 
being consequently discharged in the early morning. They have then available capacity to 
store solar energy during the day. The share of curtailed energy is therefore low for the lowest 
SPP size (110 kWp) but gets obviously much bigger when the SPP is oversized (190kWp) as 
it appears in Table 25. 

Table 25: Scenario 4: Sensitivity analysis on the curtailed energy for various sizing after 10 years 

Curtailed energy (%) 
PV size 

110 130 150 170 190 

Battery (kWh) 

300 5% 12% 19% 25% 31% 

350 5% 11% 18% 25% 30% 

400 5% 11% 18% 24% 30% 

450 4% 11% 18% 24% 30% 

500 4% 10% 17% 24% 29% 
 

Same conclusions may be drawn for the fuel savings and renewable penetrations which are 
more important thanks to bigger SPP and ESS capacities. Even though the system is not the 
most efficient with the biggest PV and batteries capacities (30% of solar energy is curtailed 
then), it reaches the biggest fuel savings and genset penetration observed so far: respectively 
65% and 38%.  
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   Table 26: Scenario 4: Sensitivity analysis on the fuel savings compared to scenario 1 for various 
sizing after 10 years 

Fuel saving (%) 
PV size 

110 130 150 170 190 

Battery (kWh) 

300 56% 59% 62% 64% 65% 

350 55% 59% 61% 63% 65% 

400 55% 59% 61% 63% 65% 

450 55% 59% 61% 63% 65% 

500 54% 59% 61% 63% 65% 
 

Table 27: Scenario 4: Sensitivity analysis on the genset penetration for various sizing after 10 years 

Genset penetration (%) 
PV size 

110 130 150 170 190 

Battery (kWh) 

300 49% 45% 42% 40% 38% 

350 49% 45% 42% 40% 38% 

400 49% 45% 42% 40% 38% 

450 49% 45% 42% 39% 38% 

500 49% 45% 41% 39% 38% 
 

Testing smaller plant configurations may look appealing here since in Table 27, the genset 
penetration is as low as 49% for the smallest plant sizing. Before doing so, the grid reliability 
must be investigated considering that the manual genset management may cause blackouts. 

A blackout occurs whenever the grid load is bigger than the power production capacity of the 
hybrid power plant. This is not likely to happen in the scenario 3 when, the genset 
automatically kicks in and follows the load if needed. But here, the genset would not 
automatically start during the day and blackouts could therefore occur if combined ESS and 
SPP power supplies are not sufficient to sustain the load. The average amount of blackouts 
per year was calculated for each sizing and is available in Table 28.  
 

Table 28: Scenario 4: Sensitivity analysis on the average number of blackouts per year for various 
sizing after 10 years 

Average blackouts/year 
PV size 

110 130 150 170 190 

Battery (kWh) 

300 168 153 143 139 140 

350 114 86 68 56 51 

400 84 58 42 31 26 

450 66 42 28 28 16 

500 53 31 21 21 12 
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Figure 47: Scenario 4: Power profile on a cloudy day @PV=130kWp & Batt=300kWh 

 

 

 
Figure 48 : Scenario 4: Power profile on a cloudy day @PV=130kWp & Batt=500kWh 
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For this scenario the smallest sizing do not provide the required margin necessary to avoid 
blackouts on cloudy days. This phenomena is illustrated in Figures 47 and 48 above where 
reduced battery size cannot prevent a blackout to occur whereas the bigger battery capacity 
can.  

The light-blue line in Figure 47 is the blackout energy: the amount of energy that is missing 
for the supply to meet the load. 

It appears in Table 29 that for this scenario too, the LCOE is lower for the smallest sizing – 
down to 0.26$/kWh. It is therefore higher for the biggest configurations: up to 0.33$/kWh. 
 

Table 29: Scenario 4: Sensitivity analysis on the LCOE for various sizing after 10 years 

 

4.4.3 – Optimal design 
A tradeoff has to be done between the grid reliability and the cost of energy. The top limit for 
the LCOE is 0.25$/kWh while the maximum amount of blackouts allowed per year is 50. It 
was therefore decided that the optimal sizing for this scenario would be the configuration 
[PV=130kWp; Batt=400kWh], despite that it entails around 58 blackouts per year.  

Table 30 summarizes the value of the sizing indicators corresponding to this configuration for 
the scenario 4. 

Table 30: Sizing indicators summary for optimal design @ Scenario 4 

Sizing indicators Optimal design Constraints 

Share of curtailed energy 11% N/A 

Fuel saving compared to scenario 1 59% N/A 

Genset penetration 45% ≤ 55% 

Genset average start/stop cycles/year 365 ≤ 500 

Blackouts/year 58 ≤ 50 

LCOE ($/kWh) 0.28 ≤ 0.25 

  

LCOE ($/kWh) 
PV size 

110 130 150 170 190 

Battery (kWh) 

300 0.26 0.26 0.27 0.28 0.29 

350 0.27 0.27 0.28 0.29 0.30 

400 0.28 0.28 0.29 0.30 0.31 

450 0.29 0.29 0.30 0.31 0.32 

500 0.30 0.30 0.31 0.32 0.33 
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4.5 – Best scenario & sizing 
Now the four scenarios have been treated and the best results came out of an optimization 
process specific to each one of them. The relevance of these scenarios was tested considering 
several key indicators highlighting the system performance in terms of energy efficiency, fuel 
saving, genset penetration, service quality and cost of energy. These key output indicators for 
the four optimized scenarios are summarized in Table 31. 
 

Table 31: Key indicators summary for the four optimized scenarios 

 Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4 

PV capacity N/A 60 kWp 110 kWp 130 kWp 

Battery capacity N/A N/A 240 kWh 400 kWh 

Curtailed energy  N/A 49% 8% 11% 

Fuel consumption  822 328 L 694 523 L 400 478 L 340 617 L 

Fuel saving vs Scenario 1 0% 16% 51% 59% 

Genset penetration 100% 89% 52% 45% 

Avg nb blackouts/year  0 0 0 58 

LCOE 0.22$/kWh 0.23$/kWh 0.24$/kWh 0.28$/kWh 

 

It appears from this table that the scenario 3 should be recommended for the study case. It 
meets all the criteria, from the high class quality of the service – no blackouts over 10 years – 
to the high share of renewable penetration. It allows a 51% fuel saving compared to the 
scenario 1: 40 000L of diesel fuel are saved every year on average which is huge for such a 
remote location where fuel supply is a very big concern.  

As discussed earlier, this scenario requires the development and deployment of an EMS as 
well as the installation of communication and control systems allowing remote monitoring 
and optimized operation. Such controllers are state of the art and totally reliable but they 
suppose all components to be recent enough so they can be interfaced and require a rigorous 
O&M procedure.  

In case such systems could not be implemented in this village, the scenario 4 can be 
considered as an efficient enough solution. Even though it is more expensive due to the 
oversized SPP and ESS, it comes with the biggest share of renewable penetration and fuel 
savings.  

The occurrence of blackouts on bad weather days is due to the manual control of the genset 
but could be dramatically reduced if basic weather forecasts were included in the genset 
management. Indeed, based his own experience, the genset operator could easily check out 
the weather and anticipate on the best genset management for the coming days. This was not 
considered in the model developed here but should considerably improve the grid reliability 
for this scenario.       
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As of today, scenarios 1 and 2 are by far the most common in the world but it appears clearly 
that they are less efficient than power plants including storage systems. They used to be more 
affordable when batteries prices were higher but since they have dropped drastically in the 
recent years, and the trend of battery cost decrease is expected to continue in the near future, 
hybrid power plants involving energy storage would become more competitive and offer 
much lower diesel dependency for comparable costs.   
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5 – LIMITS OF THE STUDY 
Many assumptions were made when building this study case and if it were a real project, the 
output results should be considered carefully. The proper sizing would obviously require 
deeper social, environmental and technical studies in-situ.  

The main sources of uncertainty are: 

- The load curve estimation and evolution: even with clean social surveys and 
investigations it is very hard to foresee the load evolution after the grid deployment. 
Experience shows that consumption is almost always bigger than expected. 

- The solar resource forecast: simulations were run considering a given solar resource 
repeated every year. This introduces a bias since the power production can deeply vary 
from one year to another. 

- All simulations were run based on the abovementioned input data but results would be 
different considering different load curve shapes or solar irradiations. A way to limit 
this bias would be to perform several simulations for a broad range of consumption 
scenarios and solar power in order to pick up the more robust solution.  

- The components were modelled as realistically as possible but they are obviously still 
not operating the same way as they would in real life. The theoretical operations 
modeling facilitates the overall understanding but confusion with real life operation 
should be carefully avoided.    

- The EMS developed is just one example or possibility but more efficient ones could 
surely be designed, including weather forecast data for instance.  

- The final decision making between the scenarios was based on criteria including a 
simplified LCOE calculation. This LCOE was surely interesting to compare various 
scenarios on a common basis but would probably not be the same in real life. Many 
ways to finance such projects can be reviewed in the literature and a different LCOE 
calculation could surely change the optimum settings that were defined.  

- Some parameters were assumed and set from the beginning while they are very 
sensitive and may have a big impact on the final results if changed. For instance, the 
fuel price is absolutely critical and if it happened to be very different from the one 
assumed, that could totally alter the results analysis.  

- Many technical topics were not considered in this study, from in-depth grid stability 
study including power electronics costs and deployment, to the issues of the power 
plant construction in such a remote area…  

Most of these items are important enough and deserve due consideration, so that they are 
suggested as a future work that could be dealt with as the main topics of new Master 
Thesis reports.     
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CONCLUSIONS  
This study essentially aimed at defining relevant sizing and operation strategies for a hybrid 
power plant in a remote off grid Malaysian village. The first step was about understanding the 
energy needs of the village in order to build a relevant load curve and predict its evolution 
over the project life time. A computational model of the hybrid power plant was then 
developed on the Matlab/Simulink platform. This program replicates the power plant behavior 
and helps understanding the energy flows between the power plant components (ESS, SPP, 
genset) as well as the evolution of these components over the project duration. It was used to 
test various configurations and settings for the system and optimize its operation according to 
the four different scenarios.  

From the comparison of these results it appeared that the best power plant configuration in 
terms of renewable penetration, fuel saving, and cost of electricity was a hybrid power plant 
including a SPP an ESS and a remotely driven diesel genset. It appeared that such a solution 
would provide a totally reliable and affordable access to electricity to the village. It would 
moreover save more than 40 000 L of diesel fuel per year on average compared to a scenario 
where the village would be powered by a standalone genset. The efficiency of a storage 
system coupled with a renewable energy source was therefore demonstrated for an isolated 
system. 

Many off grid projects are or will be developed in the coming years in order to guarantee an 
access to electricity to the very large share of global population which is not yet connected. 
These systems combined with the numerous already existing diesel powered micro grids are 
huge opportunities for the development of hybrid power plants. Indeed, they perfectly match 
the needs met in isolated projects and are the best solutions to electrify these areas. More 
engineering work is and will be required to treat such topics and the model presented in this 
report illustrates one among many types of tools that should be developed for this sake.  

This report focused particularly on a PV power plant coupled with a battery system but 
development opportunities for hybrid power plants are obviously not limited to a short range 
of technologies. Big efforts are made by governments, global organizations and companies to 
support and finance Research and Developments in all fields related to renewable energy 
production, integration and storage. New technologies are developed and progresses are made 
every day while costs are constantly decreasing, in order to select optimal solutions for rural 
electrification. Universal electrification is a common driver that brings together humanitarian 
and social development, scientific progresses, business interests and positive environmental 
impact. It will undoubtedly be an issue of growing importance over the next decades.    
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